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Der Volkslehrer and “Holocaust Denial”! 

 

Der Volkslehrer 

Published on Nov 20, 2018 

In this video I would like to take a look at the 

complex "Holocaust denial" matter and point out 

a few legal aspects. But hear and see for yourself. 

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qXrkK3vXxDY  

Comment: Balder 2 days ago  

Damals hat man den Deutschen Raub, 

Vergewaltigung und Mord als Befreiung verkauft. 

Heute verkauft man den Deutschen Raub, 

Vergewaltigung und Mord als Bereicherung.  

After the war the robbery, rape and murder of 

Germans was sold to them as an act of 
LIBERATION. Today the robbery, rape and murder 
of Germans is sold to them as ENRICHMENT.

____________________________________________________ 

Viking city:  

excavation reveals urban pioneers not violent raiders 
Excavations in Ribe, Denmark show that Viking culture was based on sophisticated production 

and trade. Is their brutal reputation unfair? 
David CrouchTue 20 Nov 2018 11.00 GMT 

In an extraordinary moment captured on film this 

summer, the tuning pegs and neck of a lyre, a 

harplike stringed instrument, were carefully prised 

out of the soil of Ribe, a picturesque town on 

Denmark’s south-west coast. Dated to around 

AD720, the find was the earliest evidence not just 

of Viking music, but of a culture that supported 

instrument-makers and musicians. 

The same excavation also found the remains of 

wooden homes; moulds for fashioning ornaments 

from gold, silver and brass; intricate combs made 

from reindeer antlers (the Viking equivalent of 
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ivory); and amber jewellery dating to the early 

700s. 

*** 
Ribe confounds history. What we have here defies the 
opinion that all the Vikings did was to raid and to rape 

*** 

Even more extraordinary, however, was the 

discovery that these artefacts were not for home 

consumption by farmers, let alone itinerant raiders. 

Instead, the Vikings who made them lived in a 

settled, urban community of craftsmen, seafarers, 

tradesmen and, it seems, musicians.  

“Ribe confounds history,” says Richard Hodges, a 

British archaeologist and the president of the 

American University of Rome. “What we have here 

defies the opinion that all the Vikings did was to 

raid and to rape.” 

The discoveries at Ribe suggest mass production, 

high levels of specialisation and a division of labour 

– all characteristics of a settled urban society 

rather than a nomadic one based on pillaging. 

Archaeologists uncover a Viking musical instrument 

from Ribe, the site of an early Viking city.  

“We can see in Ribe that Viking society was based 

on sophisticated production and trade,” Hodges 

says. “It is a paradox: they made these beautiful 

things, they had gorgeous cloth, wonderful 

artefacts, but at the same time they are known to 

history for their brutality.” 

European history has been written from the 

perspective of Christian chroniclers who wanted to 

tell us that Vikings were barbarians, Hodges notes. 

 
Mould carved from soapstone for making ingots and and 

an axe amulet, both discovered at Ribe. Photograph: 
Museum of Southwestern Jutland 

The evidence suggests that, over the decades 

before launching their infamous raids on Britain 

with the attack on Lindisfarne in AD793, the 

Vikings created one of the first post-Roman 

Scandinavian urban bases for world trade and 

exploration. The culture was based on 

craftsmanship and trade and helped create the 

basis for sweeping changes in economic life over 

the ensuing millennium. 

Speeding through the autumn countryside on one 

of his frequent journeys to Ribe, Søren Sindbæk, 

an archaeologist from Aarhus University, keeps up 

a constant stream of thoughts about the site’s 

broader historical significance.  

“A transformation took place in northern Europe 

between the end of the Roman period – when this 

was the dark side of the continent – and the Middle 

Ages, when it became a bustling region with great 

cities, cathedrals and commercial shipping,” says 

Sindbæk. 

“That change, leading eventually to the European 

age of exploration and world trade hegemony, 

begins here on the North Sea coast, where urban 

Vikings were a catalyst.” 

Another find is a tiny silver coin the size of a 

fingernail, preserved so well it could have been 

minted yesterday. Coinage is evidence of a stable 

trading community, says Morten Søvsø, chief 

archaeologist. 

 
Ribe has long been known as an early trading settlement, 

but the latest finds demonstrate how stable the 
community was. Photograph: Frank Bach/Alamy 

“Looking at Ribe we can see there was a monopoly 

coin system already from the eighth century,” 

Søvsø says. “It’s all about trade and tax, and about 

keeping the peace – so people could rely on a 

return from their trade.” 

Ribe has long been known as an early trading 

settlement. The question posed by the latest 

discoveries is about the relationship between these 

urban Vikings and the period of raids that followed 

the attack on Lindisfarne – Britain’s 9/11 moment, 

as Sindbæk puts it. 

 
Coin discovered at Ribe. Photograph: Museum of 

Southwestern Jutland 

“The fact we can see this trading system was 

already in place before the Viking raids started in 

the British Isles makes it likely that the two things 

have something in common,” he says, adjusting 

https://www.facebook.com/ribeexcavation/photos/pcb.1595098840567218/1595098770567225/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/ribeexcavation/photos/pcb.1595098840567218/1595098770567225/?type=3&theater
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the broad-brimmed Indiana Jones hat he keeps in 

the boot of his car for rainy days. 

“It could be that the raids were actually the tip of 

an iceberg of trade – there is evidence of a trading 

relationship with Scandinavia, but we haven’t heard 

about the peaceful side.” 

The site in Ribe is unique because it enables 

precise dating of the finds, thanks to deposits that 

have lain undisturbed in the sandy, worm-free soil. 

Lasers have been scanning the site as each layer of 

history is peeled away, creating a 3D model of the 

eighth century so samples can be precisely located 

in the archaeological record. 
*** 

Some written sources have presented the Vikings as 

barbarians in order to make themselves look good - Sara 

Hee, archaeologist 

*** 

This method has revealed that the bead-makers of 

Viking Ribe were early victims of globalisation. 

Mass-produced beads from towns such as Raqqa in 

present-day Syria started arriving in bulk around 

AD780, undercutting the local trade. 

The Danish archaeologists have applied another 

technique for squeezing every last drop of 

knowledge out of the site at Ribe. Blocks of soil no 

larger than a cigarette packet are impregnated with 

resin so they can be sliced into thin sections, which 

can then be analysed under a microscope. 

The dig, funded by the Carlsberg Foundation and 

carried out by Aarhus University with the Museum 

of Southwest Jutland, began in 2017 and is now 

complete; the 100 sq metre site has returned to 

public use. Many discoveries lie ahead, Sindbæk 

says, as he and his colleagues study the data and 

materials they have assembled. 

In a corrugated hut outside the warehouse where 

all the finds are kept, Sara Hee and Jane Sif 

Hansen are engaged in the less high-tech business 

of sifting through bags of mud. Hee describes how 

the discoveries are upending prior theories that the 

Vikings were marauders rather than traders. 

 
Glass beads found at Ribe. Dating techniques suggest 
that the the bead-makers of Viking Ribe were early 
victims of globalisation. Photograph: Museum of 
Southwestern Jutland  

A few days earlier, she says, she plucked a perfect 

tiny amulet from the muddy soup, marked with a 

Christian cross – a “huge adrenaline rush” – 

suggesting Christian currents were present here 

long before King Harald Bluetooth’s declaration on 

the Jelling runestone circa AD965 that he had 

brought the religion to the Danes. 

“Some written sources have presented the Vikings 

as barbarians in order to make themselves look 

good,” Hee says. “So we cannot completely trust 

people writing at the time: are they describing 

what they saw or imposing their own understanding 

on it?” 

*https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2018/nov/20/art

efacts-reveal-vikings-were-more-urban-pioneers-than-
violent-raiders-ribe  

__________________________________________________   

Australia to snub UN migration pact 

 

Prime Minister Scott Morrison says Australia will refuse to sign a United Nations migration pact, 

claiming the agreement could undermine the nation’s strong border protection policies. 
*https://skynews.cmail19.com/t/d-l-ntlkhlk-wdthjqur-d/  

 

… and now some solid battle-of-the-wills stuff where LOVE has no place and withers 

on the vine because it does not operate in the dominant-subservient dialectic: 

https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2018/nov/20/artefacts-reveal-vikings-were-more-urban-pioneers-than-violent-raiders-ribe
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https://skynews.cmail19.com/t/d-l-ntlkhlk-wdthjqur-d/
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A Singularly Semitic Scandal:  

Avital Ronell and the Corruption of Western Academia 
Tobias Langdon November 18, 2018 

In Homage to Catalonia (1938), his memoir of the 
Spanish Civil War, George Orwell describes how his wife 
was rudely woken by a police-raid on the hotel room she 
was occupying in Barcelona: 
In the small hours of the morning there was a pounding 
on the door, and six men marched in, switched on the 
light, and immediately took up various positions about the 
room, obviously agreed upon beforehand. They then 
searched both rooms (there was a bathroom attached) 
with inconceivable thoroughness. They sounded the walls, 
took up the mats, examined the floor, felt the curtains, 
probed under the bath and the radiator, emptied every 
drawer and suitcase and felt every garment and held it up 
to the light. (Homage to Catalonia, ch. 14) 

The police conducted this search “in the recognized 
OGPU [then the Russian communist secret-police] or 

Gestapo style … for nearly two hours,” Orwell says. He 
then notes that in “all this time they never searched the 
bed.” His wife was still in it, you see, and although the 

police “were probably Communist Party members … they 
were also Spaniards, and to turn a woman out of bed was 
a little too much for them. This part of the job was silently 
dropped, making the whole search meaningless.” 
Orwell’s story suggests a new word to me: 
typhlophthalmism, meaning “the practice of turning a 
blind eye to essential but inconvenient facts” (from Greek 

typhlos, “blind,” + ophthalmos, “eye”). But it’s a long 
word, so let’s call it typhlism for short. Shorter is better, 
because the term could be used so often today. Orwell’s 
story is an allegory of modern Western politics and social 
commentary, where so many essential but inconvenient 

facts are “silently dropped” from analysis. For example, 
the Labour MP Denis MacShane and the Labour council in 

Rotherham were typhlistic when, for reasons of political 
correctness, they turned a blind eye to the horrors being 
committed by brown-skinned Muslims against White 
working-class girls. 

Looking for Mr Reitman 

 
Academic star Avital Ronell 

And if you want to see another good example of typhlism 
at work, try one of the strangest and funniest scandals 
ever to set the Owl of Minerva hooting in the groves of 
Academe. The two central figures in the scandal are the 

New York University (NYU) professor Avital Ronell (born 
1952) and her former graduate student Nimrod Reitman 
(born c. 1984). Ms Ronell, a “feminist literary theorist,” 
began her career studying with the enormously influential 
French philosopher Jacques Derrida and is now the 
Jacques Derrida Professor at the European Graduate 

School in Switzerland. As a sideline, she headed “the 

trauma and violence transdisciplinary studies program” at 
NYU. She is also a “self-defined lesbian,” while Mr 
Reitman is a homosexual. 

Their respective sexualities, although not of course funny 
in themselves, are an essential part of what has made the 
scandal so entertaining. Mr Reitman has accused Ms 
Ronell of a sustained campaign of sexual harassment, 

including two incidents in which his 66-year-old lesbian 
mentor pulled him into her bed and “put my hands onto 
her breasts, and was pressing herself — her buttocks — 
onto my crotch. She was kissing me, kissing my hands, 
kissing my torso.” 

“Sweet cuddly Baby” 
To support his accusations, Reitman has published a 

series of emails sent to him by Ronell, who referred to 
him as “my most adored one,” “Sweet cuddly Baby,” 
“cock-er [sic] spaniel,” and “my astounding and beautiful 
Nimrod.” Ronell has defended herself vigorously against 

these accusations, which Reitman made under the 
American Title IX legislation originally intended to protect 

vulnerable female students from predatory male teachers. 
She has described Reitman as “miserable” and “needy,” 
and explained the emails as “hyperbolic gay dialect,” 
“florid and campy communications” between “two adults, 
a gay man and a queer woman” “arising from our 
common academic backgrounds and sensibilities.” 

 
Academic superstar Judith Butler 

And Ronell hasn’t lacked for powerful defenders. 
Internationally famous academics, headed by the 
American “feminist scholar” Judith Butler, the Slovenian 
philosopher Slavoj Žižek, and the Indian hermeneutician 
Gayatri Spivak, wrote a letter in her defense to NYU, 

expressing “in the clearest terms our profound and 
enduring admiration for Professor Ronell” and deploring 
the “legal nightmare” into which Reitman’s accusations 

had plunged this “stellar scholar” renowned for her 
“brilliant scholarship and spirit of intellectual generosity.” 
The letter noted that “some of us know the individual who 
has waged this malicious campaign against her” — a dark 

hint about Reitman’s character if ever I saw one. 
But the letter merely injected a further maelstrom of 
runaway fireworks into the whole legal circus (as mistress 
of metaphor Molly K. McKew might put it). It was meant 
to be private, but was leaked to the philosophy blog Leiter 
Reports, where it was published under the title “Blaming 

the victim is apparently OK when the accused in a Title IX 
proceeding is a feminist literary theorist.” Judith Butler, 
the first and most important signatory, was accused of 
abusing her powerful position as president-elect of the 
Modern Language Association (MLA) and had to issue an 

apology to the MLA for invoking its name and prestige. 
All four of them are Jews 

There is a lot to be said about the scandal and about the 
post-modern academic milieu in which it erupted. A lot of 
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people have duly said it. For some, it has been a welcome 
opportunity to assail post-modern academia and what one 

hostile critic has called “deconstructionist theory with a 
feminist/lesbian cast.” But all of this commentary has 

been subject to typhlism, because no-one has taken 
account of an obvious and important fact: all four of the 
most important figures associated with the scandal are 
drawn from a single tiny ethnic minority. This is a 
singularly Semitic scandal, because Avital Ronell, Nimrod 

Reitman, Judith Butler and Jacques Derrida are all Jews. 
Indeed, Ronell and Reitman are both “of Israeli heritage.” 

 
Academic megastar Jacques Derrida 

But that is not the only reason that the scandal is 
singularly Semitic. The unhinged behaviour of both Ronell 
and Reitman casts an unforgiving light on Jewish 
psychology and on the strong Jewish tendency towards 
both megalomania and malice. Bernd Hüppauf, a 
German academic who worked at NYU and was ousted by 

Ronell after giving her a job there, offers this assessment 
of his nemesis in the left-wing journal Salon: 

Before I offered Avital Ronell her job, I’d had many 
in-depth conversations with her. She engaged my 
queries with what seemed like understanding. She 
said she’d throw herself into the building of an 

integrated study and research program. She 
promised actively to contribute to department 
research, conferences and publications. Once she 
had assumed the position, however, she broke all 
her promises. She did her best to sabotage the 
program. She pursued one goal: The work of Avital 
Ronell and Jacques Derrida must be at the center of 

all teaching and research. Instead of an academic 
program, we were left with boundless narcissism. 
Once she’d become the head of the German 

department, she had her secretary announce in a 
departmental meeting that in the German 
department no student’s written work would any 
longer be acceptable unless it cited Derrida and 

Ronell. … 
The quality of teaching in the department 
unraveled. The carefully planned program of 
teaching German literature was ignored. Many 
students arrived in the department with minimal 
knowledge of German literature or history. The 

courses that were meant to correct this no longer 
existed. Now philosophy, from Hegel to Judith 
Butler, was taught. But multidisciplinarity quickly 
deteriorated into dilettantism. Students were 
encouraged to take philosophy seminars at other 

universities. Soon, students who had learned about 
deconstruction and feminism in Paris, but who had 

no idea who Gottfried Benn, Joseph Roth and Alfred 
Döblin were, were no exception in the department. 

As one student told me, “We study in a German 
department where French theory is taught in 

English.” … 
Included in Professor Ronell’s instruments of 

domination was the absolute control of information. 
Information streams were strictly controlled, and a 
thick net was spun that captured and distributed 
them as she saw fit. At a department meeting 
Professor Ronell let it be known through her 

secretary that no member of the department would 
be allowed to make contact with any dean at NYU 
without her (Professor Ronell’s) explicit consent. 
Soon after that, there were no more department 
meetings. Information was exchanged only in one-
on-one conversations. Whoever did not belong to 
the inner circle had no access to information. … 

I have saved a letter from a student who was close 
enough to Avital Ronell to study her in detail. He 
was an older student who had completed training 

as a psychotherapist. He had wanted to write his 
dissertation under her guidance. After one year, he 
gave up, disillusioned, and left the department. I 

quote from an E-mail he wrote to Professor Ronell: 
From my interactions with you and observing you in 
various settings, you give the impression that you 
suffer from a well-known mental illness referred to 
as malignant narcissism in a borderline structure … 
There are clear clinical descriptions of sadistic 
object relations. You may get some sense of why 

your criticisms of students are so often felt to be 
destructive and disillusioning: you appear to be 
unable to control your sadism.  
(A witch hunt or a quest for justice: An insider’s 
perspective on disgraced academic Avital Ronell, Salon, 
8th September 2018) 

Da Doo Wrong Ronell 
Hüppauf also notes that “squeezing me out wasn’t 
enough for Ronell. … At a public event she labeled 

me an anti-Semite. Not that she actually believed 
this smear. But the accusation, once uttered, was 
not easy to unhear, and since it fit into her political 
calculations, she had no scruples deploying it.”  
No scruples? Devious manipulation and power-grabbing? 
Surely those are classic “anti-Semitic” accusations. That 
they all seem to be perfectly true makes no difference in 

the modern world. Typhlism rules, remember. 
But Ronell didn’t win all that power and control on her 
own. Just as she promoted Derrida’s and Butler’s work 
and reputation, so her friends promoted hers. In other 

words, the scandal also reveals the ethnic nepotism that 
has allowed Jews to dominate and corrupt certain fields in 

modern academia. I would say that Derrida, Butler, Ronell 
and Reitman are all intellectual charlatans who owe their 
success to ethnic nepotism and imposture. Judith Butler 
and Jacques Derrida, two giants of the modern 
humanities, have contributed nothing to serious 
scholarship, but enormous amounts to obscurantism and 
logorrhoea. Derrida’s philosophy is obscurantism, but with 

a strong ingredient of ethnic interests. As philosopher 
John Caputo puts it, “the idea behind deconstruction is to 
deconstruct the workings of strong nation-states with 
powerful immigration policies, to deconstruct the rhetoric 
of nationalism, the politics of place, the metaphysics of 
native land and native tongue” (here, p. 200). In other 

words, it is a philosophy which is useful in subverting the 

traditional peoples and cultures of the West, a common 
theme in Jewish intellectual activism in the diaspora. 

http://blog.lareviewofbooks.org/essays/avital-ronell-affair-says-state-profession/
https://jezebel.com/what-are-we-to-make-of-the-case-of-scholar-avital-ronel-1828366966
https://www.salon.com/2018/09/08/a-witch-hunt-or-a-quest-for-justice-an-insiders-perspective-on-disgraced-academic-avital-ronell/
https://www.salon.com/2018/09/08/a-witch-hunt-or-a-quest-for-justice-an-insiders-perspective-on-disgraced-academic-avital-ronell/
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/obscurantism
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/logorrhea
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Butler has worked hard to strengthen the hold of this 
anti-White philosophy on Western universities. Criticism 

and mockery of her execrable scholarship have had no 
effect. She once won first prize in the Bad Writing Contest 

overseen by the late philosopher Denis Dutton. Her 
winning piece, taken from an entirely serious article 
published in “the scholarly journal Diacritics,” is an 
excellent example of how to get to the top in po-mo 
academe: 
The move from a structuralist account in which capital is 
understood to structure social relations in relatively 
homologous ways to a view of hegemony in which power 
relations are subject to repetition, convergence, and 
rearticulation brought the question of temporality into the 
thinking of structure, and marked a shift from a form of 
Althusserian theory that takes structural totalities as 
theoretical objects to one in which the insights into the 
contingent possibility of structure inaugurate a renewed 
conception of hegemony as bound up with the contingent 

sites and strategies of the rearticulation of power. (Bad 

Writing Contest for 1998) 
Covert maternal tropologies 

Ronell and Reitman themselves have ploughed similar but 
smaller furrows in the same fatuous post-modern fields. 

The graduate thesis written by the latter and overseen by 
the former was about “covert maternal tropologies and 
disruptions effected by femininity in theories of 
subjectivity.” None of the four is a serious scholar, but 
three of them — Derrida, Butler and Ronell — have 
enjoyed serious prestige, exercised enormous intellectual 
influence and wielded great academic power. Ethnic 

nepotism has plainly been involved: the Jewish charlatan 
Ronell began her career as the protégée of the Jewish 
charlatan Derrida, whose “16-year-old son Pierre Alferi” 
she seduced when she was 27. Now that Ronell’s 

attempted seduction of another young Jewish male has 
backfired, she has been warmly supported by the Jewish 

charlatan Judith Butler. She has also been warmly 
supported by Ilan Safit, “a visiting German scholar at NYU 
who has known Ronell for decades.” If you’re thinking 
that Ilan Safit is not a very German name, you’re right: 
Safit is another Israeli. 
No mainstream writer has commented on this obvious 
ethnic pattern and the centrality of Jews to the Ronell 

scandal. Indeed, the literary critic Marjorie Perloff, also 
Jewish but not an admirer of “deconstructionist theory,” 
seems anxious to draw attention away from the pattern. 
Surveying the signatories of what she calls “the notorious 
Butler letter,” she noted in the LA Review of Books that 
“except for … Manthia Diawara and Gayatri Spivak, all are 

white — a fact no one has mentioned but which surely 

tells us something.” But does it tell us something? Is the 
failure to mention the Whiteness of the signatories an 
example of typhlism? I don’t think so. Reitman’s 
supporters are also overwhelmingly “White” and 
“deconstructionist theory with a feminist/lesbian cast” is a 
very “White” field. But it’s much more diverse in other 

ways than a field like physics or computer science. 
Women, lesbians and homosexuals are found there in far 
greater numbers. 
And one of the superstars of “deconstruction” is the 
brown-skinned Indian woman Gayatri Spivak (dot, not 
feather), who was also one of the signatories to the 
notorious letter in support of Ronell. Spivak is not as 

stellar as the “White” Judith Butler, who is president-elect 
of the powerful Modern Language Association, but Ms 
Butler is a lesbian. If an Indian and a lesbian are so 

prominent in deconstruction, we can see that the field is 
certainly not holding oppressed minorities back.  

 
Two of a Tribe: Butler and Ronell 

But Spivak and Butler are also examples of how the field 

doesn’t hold back two other groups: gasbags and 
intellectual charlatans. In fact, I would say that only 
gasbags and intellectual charlatans can flourish there. 

A paradigmatic case 
That’s why Jews are so hugely over-represented both in 
the scandal and in the academic fields it has shaken. The 
Ronell scandal is more proof of what Kevin MacDonald has 

said about Jewish intellectuals like Derrida,  Sigmund 
Freud and Franz Boas. It is not the quality of their 
scholarship that has allowed figures like Derrida, Butler 
and Ronell to flourish in Western academia, but their 
ethnic networking. Ronell’s intensive activism on behalf of 
Derrida is a paradigmatic case, turning the department 
supposedly devoted to study of German literature into 

little more than a subsidiary of Derrida’s obscurantism in 
the service of subverting the culture of the West. In fact, 
the scandal provides an example of all the background 
traits for Jewish activism identified by MacDonald: 
Ethnocentrism and ethnic networking, intelligence (their 
jargon-filled nonsense nevertheless requires high verbal 

IQ), their aggressiveness (Ronell single-handedly turning 
an entire department to her purposes against the wishes 
of previous faculty), and psychological intensity (the 
emotional energy that fuels the aggression needed to 
carry this through in the face of strong opposition). 
All these things are obvious in the Ronell scandal, but no 
respectable commentator can mention them. Typhlism is 

imposed on mainstream academics and journalists 

because any criticism of Jews will be savagely punished. 
Derrida and his followers haven’t done as much harm to 
Western civilization as Freud or Marx and their followers, 
but they’ve done far too much all the same. So long as 
charlatans like Judith Butler and Avital Ronell retain their 
power and prestige, we can draw only one conclusion. 

Western academia is corrupt, diseased and malignant. 
God or Mother Nature gave us eyes for a reason: to 
observe important aspects of reality and act on them to 
benefit or protect ourselves. Typhlism stops us doing that, 
which is why typhlism has to end. 

 
Appendix: “The Notorious Butler Letter” 

Taken from “Blaming the victim is apparently OK 
when the accused in a Title IX proceeding is a 

feminist literary theorist” at the philosophy blog 
Leiter Reports. 

May, 11, 2018 
Andrew Hamilton 

http://www.denisdutton.com/bad_writing.htm
https://infogalactic.com/info/Denis_Dutton
http://www.denisdutton.com/bad_writing.htm
http://www.denisdutton.com/bad_writing.htm
https://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/bonfire-of-the-humanities/
http://blog.lareviewofbooks.org/essays/avital-ronell-affair-says-state-profession/
https://jezebel.com/what-are-we-to-make-of-the-case-of-scholar-avital-ronel-1828366966
http://jewishweek.timesofisrael.com/when-israeli-traits-make-us-uncomfortable/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marjorie_Perloff
http://blog.lareviewofbooks.org/essays/avital-ronell-affair-says-state-profession/
https://infogalactic.com/info/Gayatri_Spivak
https://www.europeandefenceleague.com/2018/03/24/kevin-macdonalds-reply-to-nathan-cofnas-4-jewish-involvement-in-the-psychoanalytic-movement/
https://www.europeandefenceleague.com/2018/03/24/kevin-macdonalds-reply-to-nathan-cofnas-4-jewish-involvement-in-the-psychoanalytic-movement/
https://www.europeanfreedom.com/2018/05/20/kevin-macdonalds-reply-to-nathan-cofnas-3-boasian-anthropology-and-the-decline-of-darwinism/
https://www.toqonline.com/archives/v3n2/TOQv3n2MacDonald.pdf
https://www.toqonline.com/archives/v3n2/TOQv3n2MacDonald.pdf
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2018/11/12/liberals-vs-mother-nature-freddie-mercury-aids-and-minority-worship/
http://leiterreports.typepad.com/blog/2018/06/blaming-the-victim-is-apparently-ok-when-the-accused-is-a-feminist-literary-theorist.html
http://leiterreports.typepad.com/blog/2018/06/blaming-the-victim-is-apparently-ok-when-the-accused-is-a-feminist-literary-theorist.html
http://leiterreports.typepad.com/blog/2018/06/blaming-the-victim-is-apparently-ok-when-the-accused-is-a-feminist-literary-theorist.html
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President, New York University 
Katharine Fleming 
Provost, New York University 
Dear President Hamilton and Provost Fleming, 

We write as long-term colleagues of Professor Avital 

Ronell who has been under investigation by the Title IX 

offices at New York University. Although we have no 
access to the confidential dossier, we have all worked for 
many years in close proximity to Professor Ronell and 
accumulated collectively years of experience to support 
our view of her capacity as teacher and a scholar, but also 
as someone who has served as Chair of both the 

Departments of German and Comparative Literature at 
New York University. We have all seen her relationship 
with students, and some of us know the individual who 
has waged this malicious campaign against her. We wish 
to communicate first in the clearest terms our profound 
an enduring admiration for Professor Ronell whose 
mentorship of students has been no less than remarkable 

over many years. We deplore the damage that this legal 

proceeding causes her, and seek to register in clear terms 
our objection to any judgment against her. We hold that 
the allegations against her do not constitute actual 
evidence, but rather support the view that malicious 
intention has animated and sustained this legal 
nightmare. 

As you know, Professor Ronell has changed the course of 
German Studies, Comparative Literature, and the field of 
philosophy and literature over the years of her teaching, 
writing, and service. She is responsible for building the 
field of literary studies at New York University, but also 
throughout Europe as a result of her brilliant scholarship 

and spirit of intellectual generosity. Her students now 
teach at leading research institutions in the US, France, 

and Germany, and her intellectual influence is felt 
throughout the humanities, including media and 
technology studies, feminist theory, and comparative 
literary study. There is arguably no more important figure 
in literary studies at New York University than Avital 

Ronell whose intellectual power and fierce commitment to 
students and colleagues has established her as an 
exemplary intellectual and mentor throughout the 
academy. As you know, she is the Jacques Derrida Chair 
of Philosophy at the European Graduate School and she 
was recently given the award of Chevalier of Arts and 
Letters by the French government. 

We testify to the grace, the keen wit, and the intellectual 
commitment of Professor Ronell and ask that she be 
accorded the dignity rightly deserved by someone of her 

international standing and reputation. If she were to be 
terminated or relieved of her duties, the injustice would 
be widely recognized and opposed. The ensuing loss for 

the humanities, for New York University, and for 
intellectual life during these times would be no less than 
enormous and would rightly invite widespread and intense 
public scrutiny. We ask that you approach this material 
with a clear understanding of the long history of her 
thoughtful and successive mentorship, the singular 
brilliance of this intellectual, the international reputation 

she has rightly earned as a stellar scholar in her field, her 
enduring commitments to the university, and the 
illuminated world she has brought to your campus where 
colleagues and students thrive in her company and under 
her guidance. She deserves a fair hearing, one that 

expresses respect, dignity, and human solicitude in 
addition to our enduring admiration. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Butler, Maxine Elliot Professor, Department of Comparative 
Literature, University of California, Berkeley, President-Elect, 
Modern Language Association (2020) 
Emily Apter, Julius Silver Professor of French and Comparative 
Literature, Chair, Department of Comparative Literature, New 
York University 
Catharine Stimpson, University Professor, New York University, 
former Dean of the Graduate School 
John T. Hamilton, William R. Kenan Professor of German and 
Comparative Literature Chair, Department of Germanic 
Languages and Literatures, Harvard University 
Isabelle Alfandary, Université Sorbonne Nouvelle, Présidente de l 

assemblée collégiale du collège international de philosophie, Paris 
Jean-Luc Nancy, Professeur émérite, Université de Strasbourg 
Edward J. Sullivan, Helen Gould Sheppard Professor of the 
History of Art 
Institute of Fine Arts – Deputy Director, Department of Art 
History, New York University 
Geoffrey Bennington, Asa G. Candler Professor of Modern French 
Thought, Emory University; Chair, Department of Comparative 
Literature 
Laurence Rickels, writer and professor, European Graduate 
School; Visiting Professor, New York University 
Pierre Alfari, Professor, Paris School of Fine Arts 
Peter Connor, Professor of German, Barnard College 
Manthia Diawara, Professor of Cinema Studies, Tisch School of 
the Arts, New York University 
Denis Hollier, Department of French Literature, Thought, and 
Culture, New York University 
Christopher Wood, Professor and Chair, Department of German, 
New York University 
Susan Bernstein, Professor of German and Comparative 
Literature, Brown University 
Cathy Caruth, Frank H.T. Rhodes Professor of Humane Letters, 
Cornell University 
Cynthia Chase, Professor of French and Comparative Literature, 
Cornell University 
Jonathan Culler, Distinguished Professor of French and 
Comparative Literature, Cornell University 
Diane Davis, Professor and Chair, Department of Rhetoric, 
University of Texas-Austin 
Hent de Vries, Paulette Goddard Professor of the Humanities, 
New York University 
Bernhard Siegert, Professor for the History and Theory of Cultural 
Techniques, Bauhaus University Weimar 
Joan W. Scott, Professor Emerita, School of Social Science, 
Institute for Advanced Study 
Hans-Christian von Herrmann, Professor of Literature, Technical 
University Berlin 
Suzanne Doppelt, writer and photographer, Paris; faculty, 
European Graduate School 
Rudiger Campe, Professor of German, NYU and Frankfurt an der 
Oder 
Vincent Broqua, Associate Professor of French at the University of 
Paris Est Créteil 
Christopher Fynsk, Dean and Professor, European Graduate 
School 

Elizabeth Rottenberg, Professor of Philosophy, DePaul University 
Antje Pfannkuchen, Associate Professor of German, Dickinson 
College 
Emanuela Bianchi, Associate Professor, Department of 
Comparative Literature, New York University 
Mina Cheon, faculty, Maryland Institute College of Art 
Michael G. Levine, Professor of German, Rutgers University 
Paul North, Professor of German, Yale University 
Elissa Marder, Chair, Department of French and Italian, Emory 
University 
Nicola Behrmann, Associate Professor, German Languages and 
Literatures, Rutgers University-New Brunswick 
Kristina Mendocino, Mellon Assistant Professor of Humanities and 
German, Brown University 
Jeffrey Wallon, Professor of Comparative Literature, Hampshire 
College 
Francois Noudelmann, Professor of Philosophy, University of Paris 
VIII 
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Jesus Mario Lozano Alamilla, Professor of Music, Universidad de 
las Americas Puebla, Mexico 
Sam Weber, Professor of German, Northwestern University 
Peter Fenves, Joan and Sarepta Harrison Professor of Literature, 
Department of German, Northwestern University 
Shoshana Felman, Woodruff Professor of Comparative Literature 
and French, Emory University 
Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, University Professor, Columbia 
University 
Slavoj Zizek, Distinguished Professor, Humanities Institute, 
University of London, Global Professor, New York University 
Marc Redfield, Chair, Department of Comparative Literature, 

Brown University 
Peter Szendy, David Herlihy Professor of Comparative Literature 
and Humanities 
Anselm Haverkamp, Professor emeritus NYU and Honorary 
Professor of Philosophy, Ludwig Maximilians-University Munich/ 
Germany 
Barbara Vinken, Chair of Romance Languages, Ludwig 
Maximilians-University Munich, Germany 
Arno Böhler, Professor University of Vienna, Department of 
Philosophy and University of Applied Arts Vienna 
Susanne Valerie Granzer, Professor, University of Music and 
Performing Arts Vienna 
Elizabeth Weed, editor, differences, former director, Pembroke 
Center, Brown University 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 
*https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2018/11/18/a-

singularly-semitic-scandal-jewish-ideologues-and-the-
corruption-of-western-academia/ 

===================== 
What Are We to Make of the Case of Scholar Avital Ronell? 

Esther Wang 
8/17/18 4:00pm 

Filed to: Avital Ronell 
By many accounts, the New York University professor 
Avital Ronell—a German and comparative literature 

scholar and a superstar in her corner of academia— is a 
brilliant woman and a sought-after advisor. Former 
students who have taken her classes describe her as 

“original” and “inspiring.” Ronell, who is in her 60s and 
has taught at NYU for more than two decades, inspires a 
kind of admiration that some have called “mystical.” She 
is the kind of professor whose classes students don’t want 
to end. 
But, for the past year, Ronell has also been the subject of 
a sexual harassment investigation by NYU’s Title IX office, 

initiated after a former graduate student, Nimrod 
Reitman, alleged in a complaint filed last September that 
she had sexually harassed him over a period of several 
years. On August 13, the New York Times reported that 
after an 11-month investigation, the university has found 

Ronell responsible for sexually harassing Reitman while he 
was earning his Ph.D. The university has suspended her 

for a year without pay and has also mandated that any 
future meetings she has with students will be supervised 
upon her return. Reitman and his attorney are considering 
filing a lawsuit against NYU, as well as Ronell. 
it is almost certain that much of this now very public and 
increasingly messy case would have been swept under 

the rug  
News of the sexual harassment complaint against Ronell 
surfaced earlier this summer, after a group of prominent 
academics—including the noted feminist scholar Judith 
Butler, Slavoj Zizek, and Gayatri Spivak—sent a letter of 
support to NYU officials, rallying to Ronell’s defense and 
decrying what they describe as a “legal nightmare.” 

The letter, which was never meant to be public, was 
subsequently posted on the philosophy blog Leiter 
Reports, with the title, “Blaming the victim is apparently 
OK when the accused in a Title IX proceeding is a feminist 

literary theorist.” It is likely that without the publication of 
this letter, and without the signatures of so many 

influential and feminist scholars, many if not all of the 
details of Reitman’s complaint would have remained 

confidential—it is almost certain that much of this now 
very public and increasingly messy case would have been 
swept under the rug (a situation that I suspect NYU 
officials would have preferred). 
In the letter, dated May 11, 2018 and addressed to NYU 

President Andrew Hamilton and Provost Katharine 
Fleming, the signers acknowledge they had “no access to 
the confidential dossier,” but believe that Reitman was 
waging a “malicious campaign” against Ronell and that 
“the allegations against her do not constitute actual 
evidence.” 
The letter lays out a series of defenses for Ronell similar 

to the arguments used to justify sexual misconduct 
committed by powerful men: “We wish to communicate 
first in the clearest terms our profound an enduring 

admiration for Professor Ronell whose mentorship of 
students has been no less than remarkable over many 
years. We deplore the damage that this legal proceeding 

causes her, and seek to register in clear terms our 
objection to any judgment against her,” the letter states. 
Lauding her “brilliant scholarship” and “intellectual 
generosity” and noting that the French government 
recently bestowed a prestigious award upon her, the 
writers continue, “We testify to the grace, the keen wit, 
and the intellectual commitment of Professor Ronell and 

ask that she be accorded the dignity rightly deserved by 
someone of her international standing and reputation.” 
If she were to be fired or “relieved of her duties,” they 
continue, “the injustice would be widely recognized and 
opposed.” 

The insular world of academia, like many other industries 
in which a hierarchical power structure offers rewards and 

protection to those at the top and enacts a steep price on 
those with little institutional clout, is beginning to reckon 
with the rampant sexual harassment and abuses of power 
that are endemic within its walls. In October of last year, 
The Atlantic posed the question, “When will the ‘Harvey 
effect’ reach academia?” Two months later, a 

crowdsourced project asked people to submit stories of 
sexual harassment they had experienced while in 
academia; to date, it has collected more than 2,400 
entries. 
More students—almost always women—are beginning to 
speak out about the harassment they face from 
professors and those in power—almost always men. The 

institutional response has been unsurprisingly uneven, 
often determined by the value of individual faculty to a 
university.  

 
*In Academia, Professors Coming On to You Is on the 

Syllabus 
In the middle of the night on November 11, 2011, Jenn 

Shapland, a 24-year-old graduate student in… 

*Read on splinternews.com 
*** 

But even as sexual misconduct has commanded the news 

cycle, Ronell has many high profile defenders who are 
quick to point out the upside-down optics of a man using 
Title IX protections to accuse a woman of sexual 

harassment as a data point in their broader defense of 

https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2018/11/18/a-singularly-semitic-scandal-jewish-ideologues-and-the-corruption-of-western-academia/
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2018/11/18/a-singularly-semitic-scandal-jewish-ideologues-and-the-corruption-of-western-academia/
https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2018/11/18/a-singularly-semitic-scandal-jewish-ideologues-and-the-corruption-of-western-academia/
https://jezebel.com/what-are-we-to-make-of-the-case-of-scholar-avital-ronel-1828366966
https://kinja.com/estherxlwang
https://jezebel.com/what-are-we-to-make-of-the-case-of-scholar-avital-ronel-1828366966
https://jezebel.com/tag/avital-ronell
http://www.ratemyprofessors.com/ShowRatings.jsp?tid=87008
https://www.haaretz.com/us-news/.premium.MAGAZINE-when-top-feminists-defend-a-scholar-accused-of-sexual-harassment-1.6221047
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/13/nyregion/sexual-harassment-nyu-female-professor.html
https://www.chronicle.com/article/New-Disclosures-About-an-NYU/244278/#.W3V_4_WneiY.twitter
http://leiterreports.typepad.com/blog/2018/06/blaming-the-victim-is-apparently-ok-when-the-accused-is-a-feminist-literary-theorist.html
https://www.theatlantic.com/education/archive/2017/10/when-will-the-harvey-effect-reach-academia/544388/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1S9KShDLvU7C-KkgEevYTHXr3F6InTenrBsS9yk-8C5M/edit#gid=1530077352
https://jezebel.com/the-scientific-community-has-a-serious-harassment-probl-1755254413
https://splinternews.com/in-academia-professors-coming-onto-you-is-on-the-sylla-1826669829
https://splinternews.com/in-academia-professors-coming-onto-you-is-on-the-sylla-1826669829
https://splinternews.com/in-academia-professors-coming-onto-you-is-on-the-sylla-1826669829
https://jezebel.com/tag/me-too
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her innocence. For some, Ronell’s Title IX case is proof 
that the goals of #MeToo have been weaponized by the 

right. Kathy Slade, who says that she studied under 
Ronell at the European Graduate School in 2014, wrote in 

a public Facebook post on August 5 that “[w]e must 
reflect on the current climate in academia at NYU and 
beyond and see this for what it is: a take down of a 
powerful, radical, queer, feminist, professor who has 
always spoken out for the marginalized in society.” 

Ronell has many high profile defenders who are quick to 
point out the upside-down optics of a man using Title IX 
protections to accuse a woman of sexual harassment  
Diane Davis, the chair of the Department of Rhetoric at 
the University of Texas at Austin, was one of the 
signatories to the letter of support. In a statement she 
wrote to the Times, she states her support for Title IX and 

the #MeToo movement, support which she reiterated to 
The Chronicle of Higher Education. “I stand with—I mean, 
obviously—every male, female, transgender, and 

nonbinary victim of abuse, sexual or otherwise, inside or 
outside of the academy. I’m relieved, and we should all 
be relieved that cultures of abuse are finally being 

aggressively exposed and challenged everywhere,” Davis 
wrote in a statement to The Chronicle.  
Still, as she told the Times, “But it’s for that very reason 
that it’s so disappointing when this incredible energy for 
justice is twisted and turned against itself, which is what 
many of us believe is happening in this case.” 
Ilan Safit, a visiting German scholar at NYU who has as 

known Ronell for decades, told Jezebel that he refused to 
believe the allegations against her. “She’s not that kind of 
person,” he said. He added: “It’s not the same thing to 
accuse a male person in power versus accusing a woman. 
It’s just not the same thing, because we’ve got a culture 

and a very long history in which males were dominant 
and abusing their power.” 

 
Reitman, who is now a visiting fellow at Harvard 
University, detailed to the Times the harassment he 
experienced from Ronell: 
The problems began, according to Mr. Reitman, in the 
spring of 2012, before he officially started school. 

Professor Ronell invited him to stay with her in Paris for a 
few days. The day he arrived, she asked him to read 
poetry to her in her bedroom while she took an afternoon 
nap, he said. 
“That was already a red flag to me,” said Mr. Reitman. 
“But I also thought, O.K., you’re here. Better not make a 
scene.” 

Then, he said, she pulled him into her bed. 
“She put my hands onto her breasts, and was pressing 
herself — her buttocks — onto my crotch,” he said. “She 
was kissing me, kissing my hands, kissing my torso.” That 
evening, a similar scene played out again, he said. 
He confronted her the next morning, he said. 
“I said, look, what happened yesterday was not O.K. 

You’re my adviser,” he recalled in an interview. 
He also told the Times that “she kissed and touched him 
repeatedly, slept in his bed with him, required him to lie 
in her bed, held his hand, texted, emailed and called him 
constantly, and refused to work with him if he did not 
reciprocate.” 

According to the Times, who saw excerpts of NYU’s Title 

IX report, Reitman told the university that Ronell sexually 
harassed him for three years, and shared emails with 
investigators in which she referred to him as “my most 

adored one,” “Sweet cuddly Baby,” “cock-er spaniel,” and 
“my astounding and beautiful Nimrod.” 

In separate email exchanges that he provided to the 
Times, Ronell writes of her desire to kiss him: 

“I woke up with a slight fever and sore throat,” she wrote 
in an email on June 16, 2012, after the Paris trip. “I will 
try very hard not to kiss you — until the throat situation 
receives security clearance. This is not an easy deferral!” 
In July, she wrote a short email to him: “time for your 

midday kiss. my image during meditation: we’re on the 
sofa, your head on my lap, stroking you [sic] forehead, 
playing softly with yr hair, soothing you, headache gone. 
Yes?” 
Reitman, through his attorney, declined to be interviewed 
by Jezebel. 
Ronell, for her part, has denied all allegations of sexual 

contact and sexual harassment between her and her 
former graduate student. (Neither she nor her lawyer has 
responded to numerous requests for interviews from 

Jezebel.) In a statement to the Times, she described the 
email exchanges as mutual conversations between two 
consenting adults. (It’s worth noting that she doesn’t 

dispute the content of their emails, but rather Reitman’s 
framing of them as harassment): “Our communications — 
which Reitman now claims constituted sexual harassment 
— were between two adults, a gay man and a queer 
woman, who share an Israeli heritage, as well as a 
penchant for florid and campy communications arising 
from our common academic backgrounds and 

sensibilities. These communications were repeatedly 
invited, responded to and encouraged by him over a 
period of three years.” 
She doubled down on those claims in a response 
published in the German publication Welt, describing the 

emails they exchanged as “hyperbolic gay dialect.” 
“I never touched or hurt Reitman,” she told Welt, before 

labeling him “miserable” and “needy.” As for their 
student-mentor relationship, Ronell claims that Reitman 
asked her to help turn his dissertation into a book. In 
rough translation, she said: “He was incredibly angry 
because I did not have time for that.” She added, “I did 
not expect the unstoppable attacks that came then.” 

Ronell has continued to go on the offense. On Thursday, 
she released a statement through her attorney that 
detailed her interactions with Reitman and the language 
he used in email communications with her. In the emails, 
Reitman purportedly called her “beloved and special one,” 
“baby,” “sweet beloved.” Her statement questions why he 
waited until graduating to file his complaint and notes 

that he was unable to find a tenure-track position before 
concluding that “[t]he inability of Reitman to find a job 
and not any actual or perceived, sexual harassment of 
him by email, is what this case is about.” 

 
The kind of behavior Reitman alleges against Ronell is not 
an isolated incident, but rather, thrives in a system in 

which professors wield a wildly disproportionate amount 
of power over their students, particularly graduate 
students. Advisors, especially senior faculty like Ronell 
who are highly regarded in their field, have the ability to 
dictate the futures of their mentees post-graduation when 
they enter a market where jobs—especially tenure-track 

jobs—are increasingly scarce. This is exacerbated by a 

situation in which the blurring of lines between the 
personal and professional in the relationships between 
professors and their graduate students is, if not the norm, 
not particularly frowned upon and often encouraged. 

https://www.facebook.com/kathy.slade.7/posts/10155478758001574
https://www.chronicle.com/article/New-Disclosures-About-an-NYU/244278/#.W3V_4_WneiY.twitter
https://www.welt.de/kultur/plus181196128/Avital-Ronell-Hat-sie-ihren-Doktoranden-sexuell-belaestigt.html
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“People know that she is very friendly and open and 
crosses traditional boundaries in relationships with her 

students,” Safit, Ronell’s friend and NYU colleague, told 
Jezebel. 

*** 
It’s ultimately a more familiar story of deeply fucked up 
institutions where star professors hold too much power to 
determine the future of their protégés 

*** 
A similar defense of Ronell was offered by Slavoj Zizek in 
June. For him, supporting Ronell amounted to a defense 

of a certain type of eccentric, prickly academic that Zizek 
feared was rapidly disappearing from academia. “In her 
dealing with colleagues and friends, Avital definitely is a 
type of her own: acerbic, ironic, shifting from funny 
remarks to precise perceptions of an injustice, mocking 
others in a friendly way,” he wrote. He continued: 
[Ronell] is a walking provocation for a stiff Politically 

Correct inhabitant of our academia, a ticking bomb just 

waiting to explode. A person with minimal sensitivity can, 
of course, immediately discern Avital’s affected surface as 
the form of intense vulnerability and compassion. But in 
today’s academia persons with sensitivity are more and 
more rare. Avital’s “eccentricities” are all on the surface; 
there is nothing sleazy hidden beneath her affected 

behaviour, in contrast to quite a few professors that I 
know who obey all the Politically Correct rules while 
merrily screwing students or playing obscene power 
games with all the dirty moves such games involve. 
Again, neither Ronell’s actions nor the defenses offered up 
by her colleagues are outliers. They both exist in the 

weird power structures particular to academia, where 
superstars like Ronell have outsized influence and where 
colleagues often close ranks around their own. As the 

writers Dan Solomon and Jessica Luther pointed out in a 
deeply reported piece for Splinter, the old idea that close 
relationships between professors and students necessarily 
fosters an intellectually stimulating environment, helps 

create the conditions for abuses ranging from small, cruel 
indignities—like being asked to pick up your advisor’s dry 
cleaning—to sexual and emotional abuse. It’s hard, after 
all, to say no to a “friend” who has the power to 
determine the path of your professional career. “All of this 
is of great benefit to the people at the top,” Solomon and 
Luther wrote. 

Though Ronell’s case has been framed as one of a 
“feminist” scholar running afoul of Title IX—and has 
generated interest because of its reversal of the typical 
gender dynamic—that framing is perhaps too simple to 

account for the ways that power accumulates around 
influential scholars, facilitating abuse and protecting them 

from any real consequences (as many have pointed out, 
Ronell is not a feminist scholar; her work largely focuses 
on canonical men). It’s also not one in which the central 
question revolves around why a man is using Title IX 
protections against a woman. Feminists, after all, have 
long fought for the expansion of Title IX, and if anything, 
it underscores that abuse, at its heart, is about power. 

Rather, Ronnell’s case is ultimately a more familiar 
story—of deeply fucked up institutions where star 
professors hold too much power to determine the future 
of their protégés, and where professional relationships, to 
the detriment of young academics inhabiting a precarious 
professional landscape, are often inextricably bound to 

personal ones. 

BangarangEsther Wang 
8/17/18 4:29pm 

Lauding her “brilliant scholarship” and “intellectual 
generosity” and noting that the French government 

recently bestowed a prestigious award upon her,  
Roman Polanski won an Oscar. 

Bill Cosby had multiple honourary degrees.  
Kevin Spacey was knighted. 
That prestigious award doesn’t mean shit.  
--------------  

BenjaminSmuttins SAY RESIST.Devonna 

8/17/18 6:14pm 
Yuuuuup. Students should never know if I like them as a 
person or not, because our relationship is professional. I 
am constantly astonished by professors who become close 
personal friends with students WHILE grading them. It is 
super, super inappropriate. Similar to work situations 
where you might have to lay off or fire a subordinate, you 

might have to fail a student. You cannot blur those lines 
and do your job IMHO. 
SuckMyLeft1...part 2. (It’s a Bikini Kill song btw)Veit 

8/17/18 7:26pm 
“Everything I say is queer hyperbole”.... FU lady. Your 
student felt pressured to engage with you and get 

sexually harasssed bc you held their future in your hands 
and then you say he resents you bc he didn’t get a job or 
any gains from being harassed by you for years.... yeah 
no shit he’s angry and feels violated, no shit he feels used 
and hurt, what victims will deal with in order to get 
through life is absolutely horrifying. When scumbags say “ 
Well, how come they put up with it for so long if they felt 

violated?” Or “How come they didn’t need report what 
happened right away? How scared could they have truly 
been?”..... I just want to burn it allllll down bc to me it’s 
common sense, we will do anything to keep our abusers 
at bay, we will nod, we will laugh at their dumb jokes, we 

will pretend to be ok with their behavoir if it means we 
can eventually make a safe exit, knowing what an abuser 

can do to you once you tell another person (the police, a 
friend, a neighbor etc) is terrifying. 
-------------------------------------------- 

Monseigneur HoneyfootEsther Wang 
8/17/18 5:10pm 
I was a graduate student around the same time with the 

alleged victim, in a different department. I cannot give 
you much detail, because I would like to stay anonymous. 

I took Avital’s classes, but she was not in my diss 
committee. I’m commenting on an article for the first 
time, but I felt like what I know should be part of the 
conversation. Avital loves power games, she has groupies, 

she adores male students, and many other things I can list 
here on this academic whose power went into her head. 
BUT, the alleged victim, man, he was also something. He 

enjoyed every bit of power and privilege of being Avital’s 
pet. He thought he had a right to treat his peers like sh*t, 
while hanging out with the super famous theory bunch, 
whose one word would make careers. He blamed people 
for being antisemitic, when someone called him out on his 
actions. He demanded special treatment, because he was 

Avital’s pet. They are both miserable pieces of humanity. 
But we need to remember, in such cases of power abuse, 

there are always others down the ladder that suffer the 
consequences.  
----------------------------  

https://thephilosophicalsalon.com/why-did-i-sign-the-letter-in-support-of-avital-ronell/
https://splinternews.com/in-academia-professors-coming-onto-you-is-on-the-sylla-1826669829
https://splinternews.com/in-academia-professors-coming-onto-you-is-on-the-sylla-1826669829
https://kinja.com/Bangarang
https://jezebel.com/1828426867
https://kinja.com/benjaminsmuttins
https://jezebel.com/1828429297
https://kinja.com/suckmylefty
https://jezebel.com/1828430627
https://kinja.com/monseigneurhoneyfoot
https://jezebel.com/1828428022
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 AuroraDMLtCmndHipster 8/17/18 9:07pm 

Very true, but let’s play devil’s advocate and assume 
Honeyfoot’s account of this guy is spot on, and he’s just a 

creep. So what? Not all abuse victims are pleasant 

people. It isn’t just the saintly who get abused. Even 
bullies can be assaulted. 
I think, as a society, we have a tendency to dismiss abuse 
claims made by anyone who hasn’t led a perfectly 
spotless, middle class, upwardly mobile existence. That’s 
a real problem. 

We certainly see this attitude directed at female accusers. 
“Oh, she sleeps around. She couldn’t have been abused.” 
“She’s done drugs at some point. We can’t trust her.” 
“She’s a bitch. She’s probably just trying to cause 
trouble.” 

wildfelltenantMonseigneur Honeyfoot 
8/17/18 10:04pm 

I appreciate your comments, and it doesn’t surprise me to 
know that the victim was maybe a bit of an asshole. 
There are always asshole grad students. But you know 
what keeps them from becoming even bigger assholes? 
NOT SEXUALLY HARASSING THEM and holding their work 
to a fair, objective standard. If faculty had been doing 
their job, he no doubt would have been far less toxic in 

that program, because he would not have had a toxic 
model to follow for himself. Avital sounds like a classic 
groomer, and all she taught her victim in this case is how 
to repeat this vicious cycle.  
* https://jezebel.com/what-are-we-to-make-of-the-case-

of-scholar-avital-ronel-1828366966   

*** 

Gerard Menuhin Comments: 
"Aside: On the subject of ultra-galactic attachment, 

space tourism is about to become practicable. If Jewish 

leaders want a world of their own, why don’t they use 

their obscene wealth to colonize and destroy their own 

planet and leave Earth to those who wish to live in peace 

and organic harmony with their environment? 

We Jews, we, the destroyers, will remain the destroyers 

forever. Nothing you can do will meet our needs and 

demands. We will forever destroy because we need a 

world of our own; in: Maurice Samuel, You Gentiles, op. 

cit. p. 155. 

Understood: That to which Jews cannot belong, they 

destroy. Yet it is inane to brag about what is simply a 

hereditary defect. The world’s population has long since 

been irreversibly infected with the Jewish way of thought, 

or, to put it another way: 

Jews have emancipated themselves to the extent that 

Christians have become Jews. – Karl Marx: Zur 

Judenfrage, op. cit., in: Tell The Truth And Shame The 

Devil, p. 379. 

This may account for the non-Jews that signed the silly 

letter of support for this outrageous creature. 

*https://www.amazon.co.uk/TellTuthShameDevilRecogni
ze/dp/1591481724#customerReviews 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

More Commentary: 

1. By Alan Knutson:  
Total bunch of flippin' lunatics; but this is nonetheless 

how the bastards think. And that nice Jewish family down 
the street or your great Jewish roommate from college 
who are just wonderful people, to the extent that they 
still willfully self-identify as "Jewish,"  ultimately depend 

on the logic expressed below in the article to define and 
defend their identity as Jews. Inside them lays dormant--
for now--the fire that could destroy your city and your 

lives much as in the story here about Dina and Shechem. 
In a way, they already are,  as are all the Jews in 
America. They vote 80% democrat. That's the party that 
favors all the immigration--legal and illegal, the latter 
being their preferred choice, that favors the homosexual 
marriage LGBTQCQ agenda, that favors abortion on 

demand, that favors multi-culturalism and cultural 
marxism with the promotion of all kinds of debauchery 
by hollywood and the JMSM and the nonsense coming 
out of the colleges and universities and they are the ones 
who push for more taxes under the auspices of helping 
the poor but in reality it is meant to enslave all.   

That's where the political "Left" comes from, from 

communism, and communism is JEWISH.  And for those 
so-called christian-zionists who go to church every week 
and pray for Israel and the Jewish people, this is what 

you are are flippin' praying for. For more LGBTQCQ 

agenda stuffed down your throat and shoved up your 
ass, for even more abortion on demand, for even more 
open borders and more taxes.  So, I have to ask.  
WTF is wrong with you? !!!! 

*** 

2. By The Ugly Truth: How it works– 

‘We Jews Are An Exalted Nation Of Priests’ 
ed note–as we like to point out here regularly, much of 
it to little or no avail, the very FIRST STEP necessary in 

understanding, diagnosing and (hopefully) arriving at a 
‘cure’ for those ills of the world today where organized 
Jewish interests feature as a leading role resides in 
understanding the fact that–just as it is with rabies, 
smallpox, syphilis, etc–what we are dealing with here is 
an infectious disease of the heart, mind, and spirit, and–
just as important–that it has ALWAYS been this.  

There has never–anywhere, anytime–been a case where 
this credo and code of behavior was harmless or 
beneficent. In every place and in every era it has gone, 
from ancient Egypt to Canaan to Persia to Rome to 

modern day Hollywood, New York and Washington D.C., 
it has always resulted in the same malaise for those 

Gentiles and their societies who find themselves in the 

https://kinja.com/auroradm
https://jezebel.com/1828431977
https://kinja.com/wildfelltenant
https://jezebel.com/1828432669
https://jezebel.com/what-are-we-to-make-of-the-case-of-scholar-avital-ronel-1828366966
https://jezebel.com/what-are-we-to-make-of-the-case-of-scholar-avital-ronel-1828366966
https://www.amazon.co.uk/TellTuthShameDevilRecognize/dp/1591481724#customerReviews
https://www.amazon.co.uk/TellTuthShameDevilRecognize/dp/1591481724#customerReviews
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unfortunate circumstance of living in such close proximity 
to this dangerous organism. 

 
Besides the obvious, which are the various 
commandments found within Torah Judaism directing 
those infected with this mental/spiritual disorder to 
engage in a deliberate program of violence, vice, theft, 
deception, usury, etc against Gentiles, there is the other 

protocol functioning at the cellular level of this infectious 
disease, which is of course its inherent pathological 
narcissism. Whereas other religions, philosophies and 
schools of thought instill within the individual a sense of 

humility as the necessary first step towards improvement 
and enlightenment, no such properties exist within the 
Judaic paradigm where a person, simply by virtue of 

his/her birth as a ‘Jew’, is infused with ‘divine DNA’ that 
precludes the possibility of such an individual from 
becoming anything other than a demi-god of sorts, and 
with that status, the obvious ‘divine right’ of engaging in 
any type of criminal behavior necessary in feeding into 
that sense of narcissism and entitlement, as long as no 
other ‘demi-gods’ within Mundus Judaicus are harmed in 

the process. 
Below is a case study of the disease and how it has over 
the course of almost 6,000 years produced a ‘race’ of 
people infected with a mindset that has not only put 
them at odds with the rest of the world, but more 

importantly, has propelled these members of the walking 
dead to the highest pinnacle of world power where they 

are now afforded the ability of wiping out all life on earth 
per the demands of their doomsday cult religion.  

*** 
3. We Jews Are An Exalted Nation Of Priests 

By Rabbi Raphael Fuchs 
15 Kislev 5779 – November 22, 2018 

In this week’s parsha we read of the incident involving 
Dina and Shechem, the son of Chamor and nasi of the 
city of Shechem. Upon learning that Dina was abducted 
by Shechem, Shimon and Levi devised a plan to kill all 
the male residents of the city, including Shechem and 
Chamor. There are various opinions in the Rishonim that 

explain the rational of Shimon and Levi in killing all the 

inhabitants of the city. They explain why the entire city 
was in fact deserving of death. 
However, at the end of the episode, Yaakov Avinu 
chastises Shimon and Levi for their actions. He tells them 

that when the surrounding neighbors learn of what you 
did they could potentially avenge their deaths by 

attacking Yaakov’s entire family. In other words, you put 
all of our lives in danger by killing out the entire city. 

The Torah concludes with Shimon and Levi’s response: 
“Should we allow them to make our sister into a harlot?” 
How did Shimon and Levi answer their father’s concern. 
He just told them that they have put everyone’s life in 
danger. Their response doesn’t seem to answer the 

question. 
I heard from my rebbe, Rav Shmuel Berenbaum, zt”l, 
that Yaakov Avinu rebuked Shimon and Levi because he 
felt that while the inhabitants of Shechem were in fact 
deserving death, executing that sentence is not 
something one should risk his life for. There are certain 
mitzvos that one must perform or aveiros that one must 

refrain from even if doing so forfeits his life. 
For example, murder, avoda zara, and forbidden 
relationships. However, carrying out a death sentence on 

one who is deserving it does not fall under the category 
of mitzvos one is obligated to forfeit his life for. That was 
Yaakov Avinu’s rebuke to his sons. 

Shimon and Levi answered that in this scenario it was 
worth forfeiting their lives. That is because they were not 
only intent on executing the death sentence of the 
residents of Shechem, they were teaching their children 
and all future generations a vital lesson. While the rest of 
the world may not have viewed what had happened to 
Dina as an atrocity, after all she was single, Shimon and 

Levi wanted to impart that for this to happen to a 
daughter of Yaakov is completely unacceptable. We must 
live on a higher plane and not tolerate such behavior. 
Rav Shmuel explained that keeping the Torah and 
mitzvos would be so much easier if we would understand 

that we are an elevated nation. 
In Europe, he said, there was a clear distinction between 

a Jew and a non-Jew. Today however, if one simply 
removes his yarmulke he can be mistaken for a non-Jew. 
Realizing that we are a chosen nation of priests is the 
key to persevering through this terribly long galus. 
This was the lesson that Shimon and Levi responded to 
their father that is worth dying for, because if we lose 

our identity as an exalted nation, we will ultimately lose 
our spiritual lives completely as well. 
Let us remember we are an exalted nation of priests, 
which demands a certain level of behavior on our part 
and of how we are to be treated as well. The nations of 
the world will not respect us for trying to become like 
them; rather they will respect us when we show them 

the lofty level we can be as a light onto the nations. 
*http://www.jewishpress.com/judaism/jewishcolumns/

we-areanexaltednationofpriests/2018/11/22/  

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

*Faulty perceptions lead to Holocost lies 

Jim Rizoli elucidates on misinformation that leads to 

deceptions: The movie Italian Job, Amazon Prime, cell phone 

usage, and the biggest fraud the Holocost. 

 

CENSORSHIP:  Why Jews are Afraid of the Truth 

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ow9jWZTRVIE&t=5s 

http://www.jewishpress.com/author/rabbi-raphael-fuchs/
http://www.jewishpress.com/judaism/jewishcolumns/we-areanexaltednationofpriests/2018/11/22/
http://www.jewishpress.com/judaism/jewishcolumns/we-areanexaltednationofpriests/2018/11/22/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_5umIEhTlE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ow9jWZTRVIE&t=5s
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A Surge in Anti-Semitism? 

Those bomb threats against jewish centers were made by jews. All that synagogue vandalism 
had that distinctly kosher quality to it as well.Read more. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Jewish center bomb hoaxer given 10 years in 

prison for 2,000 threats worldwide 

22 Nov, 2018 

The 20-year-old mastermind behind a terrifying spate 
of hoax bomb threats against Jewish institutions the 
world over between 2016 and 2017 has been sentenced 

to 10 years in prison.  
Israeli-American Michael Ron David Kadar was found 
guilty in June of hundreds of counts of extortion, 
making terroristic threats, computer offenses, and 
money laundering, among other charges. 
He used a device to shield his IP address and disguise 
his voice, paying for calls using bitcoin, and made fake 

bomb threats to several organizations, including the 
Israeli Embassy in Washington and the Israeli 
Consulate in Miami. 

Among other major disruptions, Kadar’s actions led to 
mass evacuations of Jewish centers, hospitals and 
schools, caused fighter jets to scramble, and prompted 
commercial airliners to dump fuel and make emergency 

landings. He also tried to extort US State Senator 
Ernesto Lopez (R-DE). 

 

He has been indicted on hate crime charges by the US 
Department of Justice, though it remains unclear 

whether the US will pursue extradition, given that the 
vast majority of Kadar’s offences, including weapons 
possession and attacking a police officer, were 

perpetrated on Israeli soil and involved multiple other 
jurisdictions including the UK, Canada, Australia, and 
New Zealand. 
Kadar has been diagnosed with autism and reportedly 
has a brain tumour which the defense argued greatly 
impacted his behavior. The defendant’s lawyer said his 
client has attempted suicide five times since his arrest. 

Tel Aviv District Court Judge Tzvi Gurfinkel was 
unmoved, however, asserting that despite his medical 
conditions Kadar could still distinguish right from 
wrong. 

“One can imagine the terror, the fear and the dread 
that the airline passengers experienced when they were 
forced to make an emergency landing and when some 

were injured in the evacuation of the planes,” Gurfinkel 
said, as cited by Haaretz. 
Kadar received a fine of 60,000 shekels (US$16,068) in 
addition to his prison sentence of 10 years – three 
years longer than the prosecution had asked for. His 
term will count from his initial arrest in March 2017. 

Kadar briefly escaped police custody after a hearing in 
Jerusalem earlier this year which may have impacted 
the sentencing.   
The Tel Aviv District Court also issued new indictments 
against him in October, charging him with making 
additional hoax threats from prison and for his 

attempted escape. 

*https://www.rt.com/news/444630-jewish-center-

bomb-hoax/

__________________________________________________  

 
I Kant: Have the courage to make use of your mind – 

think for yourself! 

… but NOT ONLY – not only…  

College students say Thanksgiving is ‘racist,’ give 

reasons why 

Campus Reform correspondent Josiah Tejada visited the 

University of Oregon campus to interview students 

ahead of the university's Thanksgiving-centric event 

titled,  “Thanks But No Thanks-giving.” The event, 

according to the outlet, deemed the holiday a 

"celebration" of "ongoing genocide,” and aimed to make 

its attendees more “culturally aware.”  

*https://www.theblaze.com/news/2018/11/21/video-

college-students-say-thanksgiving-isracistgivehilarious-

excuses-to-support-narrative  

__________________________________________________  

http://ln.renegadetribune.com/wf/click?upn=MxWInr0XdH-2Bh5Be6rjv3Y5QX5aeba9PzZaB76LbSaC3Q7I04bEhik-2BqTymv5LIM11olXA30xtNgZZ-2Bfa0Zvg9et0pconu2-2BnfKMLUnThntgjFhU6yWhiKmwi7gveNLAj-2BePF3-2Fxb7vL8Ha5NNBQd0z3egS47-2Fq5jDntAKwaM3hAYGlfLYbwqnj5ydPvNAdpaVpplxsZn2Fhk7PiJHulcE5lm1uxo6FxPlQ-2BBi42uz1Goju0t4pR-2Ffx2STtRJUuxdfBYuxVHEsW7L1jwY0j4N3uYKsRwPFUJ4V3564V4TrFMKXhi-2F6xSOX-2B5eSsNBCclC_tRxJrdlgiw2Cb-2Bn-2FX8aqxhRbxknDZ9CQo2mKfFfJJzZNzPjOTjOYl8FIheK5bj8D8FKXFKbS2ZybC7VHHDXWVkq6bJlNJubQK75m7oucoHslDm2B-2BIQ1RZBvOoFths8H9eSwDWp1PmoOh4jVL2DhZpb77QpXgL-2F72rsiisGniPV82WgKLjBRGA-2Bth0yCNBIXw5gpO1Qe291f-2BujU8-2BaFbw-3D-3D
http://ln.renegadetribune.com/wf/click?upn=MxWInr0XdH-2Bh5Be6rjv3Y5QX5aeba9PzZaB76LbSaC3Q7I04bEhik-2BqTymv5LIM11olXA30xtNgZZ-2Bfa0Zvg9et0pconu2-2BnfKMLUnThntgjFhU6yWhiKmwi7gveNLAj-2BePF3-2Fxb7vL8Ha5NNBQd0z3egS47-2Fq5jDntAKwaM3hAYGlfLYbwqnj5ydPvNAdpaVpplxsZn2Fhk7PiJHulcE5lm1uxo6FxPlQ-2BBi42uz1Goju0t4pR-2Ffx2STtRJUuxdfBYuxVHEsW7L1jwY0j4N3uYKsRwPFUJ4V3564V4TrFMKXhi-2F6xSOX-2B5eSsNBCclC_tRxJrdlgiw2Cb-2Bn-2FX8aqxhRbxknDZ9CQo2mKfFfJJzZNzPjOTjOYl8FIheK5bj8Djmew5b3Kfb4OX7e0Xw1LWJyNu6ZF0htYSpV4sT8VU6hfLmdIQ3YBXdA8vRWnQq54EPwxzBLKA-2BYPzcyZS0GpwqZp37XsJZVZjSkRRnY1lawfk9SenyFnrAqxJSz0hv0D86b7cgRTROmn3lA-2FGLbXrQ-3D-3D
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/israeli-american-hacker-who-terrorized-u-s-jews-with-bomb-threats-gets-10-years-1.6677435
https://www.rt.com/news/444630-jewish-center-bomb-hoax/
https://www.rt.com/news/444630-jewish-center-bomb-hoax/
https://www.theblaze.com/news/2018/11/21/video-college-students-say-thanksgiving-isracistgivehilarious-excuses-to-support-narrative
https://www.theblaze.com/news/2018/11/21/video-college-students-say-thanksgiving-isracistgivehilarious-excuses-to-support-narrative
https://www.theblaze.com/news/2018/11/21/video-college-students-say-thanksgiving-isracistgivehilarious-excuses-to-support-narrative
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In Hilton Head mayor race, 1 candidate a ‘Holocaust revisionist.’  

Another admires Hitler. 
By Chloe Johnson cjohnson@postandcourier.com, Aug 30, 2018 

 
Michael Santomauro’s remarks become heated during a panel discussion held for the seven Hilton Head mayoral 

candidates at Indigo Run Plantation Tuesday August 28, 2018. Grace Beahm Alford/ Staff 

HILTON HEAD ISLAND — Michael Santomauro was 
agitated. It was about a half-hour into the first forum of 
this city’s mayoral election. As one of seven hopefuls, 
Santomauro gave a short introduction at the outset, 
introducing himself as a free speech advocate. But 
many of the other six candidates spoke for longer — 

talking about not only themselves but also their 
platforms.  

He fidgeted, took his round-rimmed glasses on and off, 
pursed his lips. Finally, it was his turn to answer a 
question.  
Instead, he launched into a diatribe on free speech 
rights and recent state legislation that formally defined 

anti-semitism. By the end, he was standing, shouting, 
and his microphone was cut off.  
“If none of my opponents will denounce censorship, 
that alone disqualifies all them for elective office!” he 
yelled, as the crowd murmured. One man shouted at 
him to leave.   
Santomauro, a three-year resident of Hilton Head who 

has lived much of his life in New York City, is running 
on a typical platform for a booming coastal area of 
South Carolina: better traffic management and a 

moratorium on new building projects.  
He’s also a self-described “Holocaust revisionist” and 
denies several documented facts of the mass 

extermination of Jews and others that took place before 
and during World War II. 
Santomauro’s candidacy already is stirring up 
controversy on the island. But he’s far from the only 
political candidate this year with fringe views. In 
Illinois, a former head of the American Nazi Party won 

the GOP nomination for a congressional seat in a 
heavily Democratic district. In another deep-blue 

California district, Republican John Fitzgerald, a Sept. 
11 conspiracy theorist, is also on the ballot in 
November. 
For Rabbi Brad Bloom, countering Santomauro has 
become a personal cause.  

“It’s more than possible that a guy like that who has a 
no-growth platform that would appeal to many people 
who feel like Hilton Head has grown into a mini-
megalopolis, that if he can stay under the radar, he 
might have a shot,” said Bloom, who leads 
Congregation Beth Yam on Hilton Head.  
 “We know when people say, ‘He doesn’t have a 

chance,’ you better watch out,” he added, “because 
history has shown differently.” 

‘I stared hate in the eye’ 

Santomauro describes his political affiliation as a 
Libertarian-Republican and said he voted for Donald 
Trump in 2016, though he might have voted for Bernie 

Sanders if he had made it to the general election.  

https://www.postandcourier.com/users/profile/Chloe%20Johnson
https://www.postandcourier.com/news/antisemitism-and-sanctuary-cities-bill-inserted-into-south-carolina-state/article_0bc622c0-3e87-11e8-99e3-df93acd6be75.html
https://www.postandcourier.com/news/antisemitism-and-sanctuary-cities-bill-inserted-into-south-carolina-state/article_0bc622c0-3e87-11e8-99e3-df93acd6be75.html
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“I think this political correctness has gotten out of 
hand. This is probably why Trump won, with his 

rhetoric during the campaign,” Santomauro said. “I 
didn’t think he’d carry it over to the White House. I 

thought he’d be more presidential.” 

 
Tobin Spirer talks with Michael Santomauro, one of 
seven candidates running for mayor of Hilton Head after 
a panel discussion at Indigo Run Plantation Tuesday 
August 28, 2018. Grace Beahm Alford/ Staff 

Santomauro has never run for public office before, but 

said he has felt that with “Trump being in the air, that 
maybe this is my moment.” 
Santomauro has made headlines in the past, mostly 
because of his career of publishing and distributing 
literature that questions or outright denies the 
Holocaust. 
In 2003, the New York Times reported that users of a 

roommate-matching service founded by Santomauro 
had started getting emails with Holocaust denial 
literature. A decade later, the newspaper reported that 
Santomauro made a stir by accidentally recommending 
a book debating the Holocaust to an email chain of 
parents at his son’s school in Manhattan.  
Santomauro insists that his views are about taking a 

critical look at established history. But he also told The 
Post and Courier that he thought an outsized number of 
Jewish people control banking and the entertainment 
industry. He sympathized with white supremacist 
marchers in the 2017 Charlottesville, Va., 
demonstration who chanted, “Jews will not replace us.”  

That chant, he said, “doesn’t come from a vacuum.” 

 
Michael Santomauro discusses Sandon Preston’s work 
in restaurants as the seven candidates running for 
mayor of Hilton Head hold a panel discussion at Indigo 
Run Plantation Tuesday August 28, 2018. Grace Beahm 
Alford/ Staff 

Alleging a global Jewish conspiracy of control is an age-

old anti-semitic trope, said Aryeh Tuchman, of the 
nonprofit Anti-Defamation League. 
For Bloom, who leads a congregation of about 300 
Jewish families in Hilton Head, ignoring Santomauro is 
not an option. Some members of his congregation are 

children of Holocaust survivors, for one thing. For 
another, Bloom knows well how anti-Jewish sentiment 

can lead to serious crimes. 

He previously led Congregation B’nai Israel, in 
Sacramento. In 1999, two brothers, Benjamin Matthew 

Williams and James Tyler Williams, set Bloom’s temple 
and two other synagogues on fire, a string of crimes to 

which they later pleaded guilty. Nobody was injured in 
the fires. 
The brothers’ connection to the arsons was only 
discovered as they were investigated for the murder of 
a gay couple in Redding, Calif. 

“I stared hate in the eye. I saw these people,” Bloom 
said. “Instead of just reading about them, try facing 
them in federal court.” 

Fight for attention 
Santomauro is running in a crowded mayoral field that 
includes two Town Council members. Because the 
mayor has essentially the same power as any other 

council member, all of the mayoral hopefuls are 
auditioning for a job where they mainly serve as the 
face of Hilton Head, presiding over council meetings 

and representing the town at public events.  
With so many candidates running, it’s likely a fight for 
enough attention to get into a runoff, and Santomauro 

already has soaked up a lot of that attention. 
The other candidates, who all attended Tuesday’s 
debate in the gated Indigo Run community, don’t 
consider Santomauro a serious contender. Barry Ginn, 
a real estate agent, called him “an idiot.” Sandon 
Preston, a waiter, said Santomauro was “just looking 
for a soapbox.” Councilman John McCann said he 

expected the outburst, and Councilwoman Kim Likins 
called it “unfortunate.” Banker Alan Perry declined to 
comment on his most controversial competitor.   

 
Rochelle Williams is one of seven candidates running for 
mayor of Hilton Head Tuesday August 28, 2018. Grace 
Beahm Alford/ Staff 

Native islander Rochelle Williams, who’s making her 
second run for mayor, had a different response. 
In the last race, Williams ran on a platform of bringing 
sewer service to residents of the north end of the 
island, one of the few un-gated areas of Hilton Head 

and home to many native islanders — descendants of 

freed slaves who settled on the island after the Civil 
War. 
She finished in fourth place, but her run helped push 
the sewer issue into the fore, as the town since has 
launched a five-year plan to hook up hundreds of 
homes to sewer lines.  

In an interview in her office with the 12 Jewels of Life 
Foundation, which runs a free summer lunch program 
for local needy children, Williams didn’t skirt the subject 
of Santomauro’s run or try to move on quickly to 
another topic. 
She offered that she thought Nazi leader Adolf Hitler 
was successful in uniting people. 

“He did what he had to do,” Williams said. “He got that 

many people to follow him. He must have been doing 
something right.”  
Hitler’s political rise in Germany was fueled by stoking 
ethnic resentment against Jews as the country faced 

https://www.nytimes.com/2003/01/13/nyregion/users-of-roommate-service-receive-antijewish-email.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/26/nyregion/26email.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/26/nyregion/26email.html
http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/sdut-brothers-plead-guilty-to-torching-three-synagogues-2001sep08-story.html
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difficult economic circumstances and punitive treatment 
from other world powers in the wake of World War I.  

That resentment ultimately resulted in World War II 
and a network of mass-extermination camps and 

ghettos that ensnared millions — not only Jews, but 
also LGBT people, gypsies and others.  
Williams said what she admired primarily about Hitler 
was his ability to control people. 
“I like the power part, I guess, the control part,” she 

said. 
On Nov. 6, Hilton Head voters will decide at the polls 
who will represent their city as their next mayor.  
As they make their choice, they have plenty of issues to 
consider, such as how to handle growth, traffic and a 
relative lack of workforce housing. None of those topics 
are foreign to the rest of the Palmetto State’s popular 

coastal communities.  
But the addition of Holocaust revisionism has added a 
unique twist to the contest. Voters’ ultimate decision 

will determine how much related drama the island can 
expect from here on out.  

***  

Comment: 

Ed Johnson 
If you're not shocked and horrifed by the word "Holocaust", 

your family never went through one. 
Like · Reply · 5 · 11w 

Fredrick Toben 
Ed Johnson - just read Arthur Butz's The Hoax of the 20th 
Century, and you will come across The Donation of 
Constantine, which is a 9th century creation, passed off as a 
4th century original, but exposed as a forgery during the 15th 
century - which bequeathed the Roman Empire to 
Christendom.  

Then check out how the 9:11 narrative has been sealed in 
legal concrete, and then think about things that just don't 
malke sense without falling into the ritual defamation trap by 
labelling those who dare ask questions as: HATERS, 
HOLOCAUST DENIERS, ANTISEMITES, RACISTS, NAZIS, 
XENOPHONBES, et al.  
Generally, many infantile minds cannot do without the above 
conceptual framework because most of us cannot stand too 
much reality.  
For many having to grow up is a hurtful experience and it is 
hard work to make use of our own mind, and to get that self-
reflective intelligence going.  

It is always comforting to play the victim of life, then project 
our own prejudices on to others and then to blame them for 
our own personal shortcomings. 
The attacks on Mr Santomauro illustrate this so well - those 
bent on shutting him up have revealed their personal blind 
sport so clearly.  
Mr Santomauro has clearly illustrated how important the First 
Amendment is to our mental wellbeing. After all, if you deny 
anyone the right to think and to speak in a civilized way about 
any topic whatsoever, then you deny them their humanity and 
you are thus committing a crime against huimanity - truth is 
always a defence, never mind hurt feelings because by 
growing up these hurt feelings then begin to mature and to 
reflect your moral and intellectual value system. 
The individuals who feign hurt feelings about matters all to 
often play the dictator whenever they get a chance to laud it 
over others. Technically this is because they are adopting the 
Talmudic-Marxist death dialectic of win-lose instead of 
adopting the win-win Hegelian life-giving dialectic that creates 
civilizations!  
In the latter case case, when opposited come together, e.g. 
Man/thesis - Woman/Antithesis, they unite in creating life =, 
the synthesis/child. Talmudists/Marxists see it differently 
because for them it is a life-death battle: Thesis/Man - 
Antithesis/Woman - Synthesis/Androgynous Person. 
It's as basic as that! 

* https://www.postandcourier.com/news/in-hilton-

headmayorracecandidateaholocaustrevisionistanother/
article_75d0d3f0ab9111e8b01bb3d8f85f28e5.html

__________________________________________________  
 

THREE CHEERS FOR ‘DIVERSITY’ 

>>Inspired by E.M. Forster’s ‘Three Cheers for Democracy’<< 

By Gerard Menuhin 

 “There is not going to be, even in the remotest 

places of this planet, a nation that will not see 

diversity in its future. That’s where humanity is 

heading. And those politicians trying to sell to their 

electorates a society that is exclusively composed of 

people from one culture, are trying to portray a 

future based on a past that never existed, therefore 

that future will never be. Europe will be diverse, like 

all other parts of the world will be diverse. The only 

question is, how do we deal with that diversity? And 

my answer to that is, by ensuring that our values 

determine how we deal with diversity and not giving 

up our values to refuse diversity. That will bring us 

down as a society. If we don’t get this right, I truly 

believe Europe will not remain the Europe we built. 

Europe will not remain a place of peace and 

freedom, for very long.” – Frans Timmermans 2015. 

Frans Timmermans – a Dutch politician and 

diplomat serving as the First Vice-President of the 

European Commission and European Commissioner 

for Better Regulation, Interinstitutional Relations, 

the Rule of Law and the Charter of Fundamental 

Rights since 2014,  Wikipedia – is a willing, even a 

proactive tool of the money powers. As such, he’s a 

keen advocate of diversity. In other words, he 

supports the Global Compact for Migration by which, 

according to French President Macron, an estimated 

200 million unwanted and unsuited Africans will be 

sluiced into Western Europe by 2050. This would 

certainly achieve his goal of diversity, as well as his 

threat of violence, if we don’t believe in lies – 

“values” -- like his.    

The so-called ‘international community’ doesn’t 

even bother to camouflage migrants as ‘refugees’ 

any longer. This mysterious and unidentifiable but 

convenient body just hypothesizes that ‘migration’ 

will occur, as it has allegedly always occurred. Some 

Green Party politicians even have the impertinence 

to compare, for instance, the cultivated immigrants 

on the Mayflower with this ravening rabble. In fact, 

this incendiary ‘compact’ just signifies the next step 

https://www.facebook.com/fast.eddie.5220
https://www.facebook.com/plugins/feedback.php?app_id=146078808769941&channel=https%3A%2F%2Fstaticxx.facebook.com%2Fconnect%2Fxd_arbiter%2Fr%2FafATJJjxKE6.js%3Fversion%3D43%23cb%3Df1e5db69906dbaa%26domain%3Dwww.postandcourier.com%26origin%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fwww.postandcourier.com%252Ff3a2c3e310c00ee%26relation%3Dparent.parent&container_width=750&height=100&href=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.postandcourier.com%2Ftncms%2Fasset%2Feditorial%2F75d0d3f0-ab91-11e8-b01b-b3d8f85f28e5%2F&locale=en_US&sdk=joey&version=v2.12
https://www.facebook.com/plugins/feedback.php?app_id=146078808769941&channel=https%3A%2F%2Fstaticxx.facebook.com%2Fconnect%2Fxd_arbiter%2Fr%2FafATJJjxKE6.js%3Fversion%3D43%23cb%3Df1e5db69906dbaa%26domain%3Dwww.postandcourier.com%26origin%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fwww.postandcourier.com%252Ff3a2c3e310c00ee%26relation%3Dparent.parent&container_width=750&height=100&href=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.postandcourier.com%2Ftncms%2Fasset%2Feditorial%2F75d0d3f0-ab91-11e8-b01b-b3d8f85f28e5%2F&locale=en_US&sdk=joey&version=v2.12
https://www.facebook.com/fredrick.toben.3
https://www.postandcourier.com/news/in-hilton-headmayorracecandidateaholocaustrevisionistanother/article_75d0d3f0ab9111e8b01bb3d8f85f28e5.html
https://www.postandcourier.com/news/in-hilton-headmayorracecandidateaholocaustrevisionistanother/article_75d0d3f0ab9111e8b01bb3d8f85f28e5.html
https://www.postandcourier.com/news/in-hilton-headmayorracecandidateaholocaustrevisionistanother/article_75d0d3f0ab9111e8b01bb3d8f85f28e5.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vice-President_of_the_European_Commission#First_Vice-President
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vice-President_of_the_European_Commission#First_Vice-President
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Commissioner
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on the road to the total and pre-determined 

destruction of traditional European society. 

Western Europe has already experienced an 

introduction to diversity. Rape, manslaughter, 

mutilation of babies, etc., now commonplace 

occurrences in Western Europe, are also forms of 

diversity, although the media do their best to ignore 

or downplay them, or claim, against all evidence, 

that the blatant increase in statistics of violent 

crime isn’t due to the equally blatant increase in 

migrants.  

Those migrants accused of violent crime, when 

occasionally caught and brought before a court, are 

awarded the same protection as any European. 

Why? Because we’re civilized in Western Europe. We 

can afford to defend the accused rapist, while he 

sits complacently in the courtroom, grinning to 

himself, without understanding a word of what 

these crazy Europeans are on about, and looking 

forward to his next violent crime.  

Until recently, his prey – average citizens -- were 

able to stroll about their towns without worrying 

that anyone they might meet might be inclined to 

rob them or worse. What has allowed Western 

Europe to function fairly well over the last century – 

with the exception of artificially instigated wars of 

course – has been the widely held ethical 

agreement between different cultures within the 

Continent, an agreement which governs our laws 

and automatically excludes the comportment 

associated with cultures that instinctively resort to 

violence to achieve their needs. 

One of the cardinal points of this agreement has 

been the abolition of the death penalty. Europeans 

consider the death penalty to be inhumane, 

uncivilized. Despite the inhuman behavior of many 

migrants against defenseless European citizens -- 

barbarous attacks by those who have no notion of 

conventional behavior in Western Europe and, 

what’s more, couldn’t care less about it -- they are 

offered a fair trial, and, even if convicted of foul 

crimes, they risk at most a few years in prison, 

certainly not the death penalty. As a European 

prison may offer better conditions than they are 

accustomed to in Africa, imprisonment is no 

particular hardship for them. 

Apart from the inappropriate cost in time and 

money exemplified by such lenient handling of 

primitive thugs, isn’t the decision to abolish the 

death penalty rapidly becoming obsolete, in view of 

conditions imposed on us by our hypocritical and 

hopelessly corrupt political representatives? 

In the countries of origin of these violent beings, a 

violent deed is met with equal violence, whether 

private or state-sanctioned. Such a response is 

familiar to them; it’s expected. Western Europe is 

therefore for them a paradise, a playground in 

which they can commit any act they please with 

near-impunity, from shop-lifting to murder, often 

without reprisals and, if caught, with minimal 

punishment. We should consider whether these new 

conditions should be met with new and appropriate 

laws. 

I hear the scandalized protests of the politically 

correct Goody-Goody: “Should we renounce 

centuries of civilization and return to the Dark Ages, 

just because a few people behave badly?” But we’re 

not addressing the Goody-Goody here. We’re 

addressing the parents of the twelve-year-old who 

has been raped and killed and thrown into a river, 

or the parents who worry every day that their child 

will be molested on its way to school, or even at its 

school. Now we can attend to the Goody-Goodies 

and ask them: “Do you anticipate the resurrection 

of the misguided young you have encouraged to 

welcome enthusiastically the very folk who killed 

them? Do you believe your neighbour’s children 

have the right to live their lives unmolested? Or do 

you think that being molested is a risk we all have 

to take?” 

No, either we should forbid migrants entry into 

Western Europe in the first place and repatriate 

those who through laxity have already been 

admitted, or treat them as they would be treated 

back home. Politicians of the stripe of Timmermans 

are of course protected by bodyguards and 

armoured cars from the consequences of their 

policies. They don’t suffer the same depredations as 

the average citizen. So we can expect no sympathy 

or understanding from them.  

But if we can’t replace our lawmakers, maybe it’s 

time to rethink our laws. Maybe we need a two-

speed law, one for native Europeans and one for 

African predators. Or, instead of this admittedly 

impracticable suggestion, maybe we should explore 

our own rapidly degrading tendencies. Maybe we 

should ask ourselves some basic questions: 

compared to our forebears, what have we become? 

Are we worthy of them? Are we worth saving?  

One alarming example of our collective deterioration 

is the growing potential for violence in general, 

whether at schools or football matches, or even in 

commentaries on the internet. These expressions, 

coupled with boundless self-assurance, typify a kind 

of quasi-human who has left normal human 

discourse behind, if they were ever acquainted with 

it. Informed argument is completely foreign to such 

people. They are arrogantly certain about 

everything, while simultaneously demonstrating in 

every utterance their abysmal ignorance. 

While it’s not suggested that the near-brutalized 

state of inadequately informed/educated/ex-

perienced contemporaries in any way matches the 

habits of savages, we might ask ourselves if we as 

modern and – of course – infinitely modish humans, 

deserve better treatment than we receive from our 

politicians and at the hands of migrants. Do our 

piercing-laden and occasionally chipped persons 
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merit respect? Or are these manifestations of a self-

doomed, semi-human race? 

So, all in all, perhaps we should ask ourselves, 

when we protest against clearly malignant schemes 

like the Global Compact for Migration, what it is 

that we are hoping to preserve against such 

invasions, so that we may agree on our common 

worth, and join across all social and political 

boundaries to stop enemies of the people like 

Timmermans from destroying the principles we have 

accumulated over centuries of genuine evolution. 
 

Gerard Menuhin 

__________________________________________________ 
The following article presupposes that global warming is real, that humans have the power to control 

the Sun’s natural forces, which is a nonsense, at least to date!  

Such a nonsense is reminiscent of the “Holocaust” homicidal gassing narrative, which has not been 

proven to be a fact because to date no-one has yet forensically found this unique murder weapon, but 

countless words have been written about it, which in itself proves NOTHING! Or? 

---------------------------------------- 

Cheap sun barrier could cut global warming 
By Nina Chestney, 23 November 2018 — 11:54am - Reuters 

London: Spraying sun-dimming chemicals high above 
the Earth to slow global warming could be "remarkably 
inexpensive", costing about $3.1 billion a year over a 15-
year period, according to a study by US scientists. 

 
A new way to slow climate change? Block the sun. 

Some researchers say the geo-engineering technique 
known as stratospheric aerosol injection (SAI) could limit 
rising temperatures that are causing climate change. 

As yet unproven and hypothetical, it would involve the 
use of huge hoses, cannons or specially designed aircraft 
to spray large quantities of sulphate particles into the 
upper layer of the atmosphere to act as a reflective 
barrier against sunlight. 
Total costs to launch a hypothetical SAI effort 15 years 
from now would be $A4.8 billion, scientists at Harvard 

University said in a report published in the journal 
Environmental Research Letters, adding that average 
annual operating costs would be about $3.1 billion a year 
over 15 years. 
Discounting other methods of deployment because of 
cost and feasibility, the research assumes a special 
aircraft can be designed to fly at an altitude of about 

20km and carry a load of 25 tonnes. 

After direct input from several aerospace and engine 
companies, the scientists said they have developed a 

design that could be suitable and could be ready to be 
deployed in 15 years, aiming to cut the rate of 
temperature change in half. 

 
The Sun 

The scientists emphasised that this is merely a 

hypothetical scenario. 
"We make no judgment about the desirability of SAI. We 
simply show that a hypothetical deployment programme 
commencing 15 years hence, while both highly uncertain 
and ambitious, would indeed be technically possible from 
an engineering perspective. It would also be remarkably 

inexpensive," the report said. 

There are risks to such unproven potential technologies. 
Scientists have said SAI could result in negative 
consequences such as causing droughts or extreme 
weather in other parts of the world, harm crop yields as 
well as potential public health and governance issues. 
It also does not address the issue of rising carbon dioxide 

emissions, the main greenhouse gas blamed for global 
warming. 
Commenting on the study, Phil Williamson at the 
University of East Anglia said: "Such scenarios are 
fraught with problems - and international agreement to 
go ahead with such action would seem near-impossible 
to achieve." 

*https://www.smh.com.au/world/europe/cheap-sun-

barrier-could-cut-global-warming-20181123-p50hv0.html  
* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oYhCQv5tNsQ     

__________________________________________________  

https://www.smh.com.au/world/europe/cheap-sun-barrier-could-cut-global-warming-20181123-p50hv0.html
https://www.smh.com.au/world/europe/cheap-sun-barrier-could-cut-global-warming-20181123-p50hv0.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oYhCQv5tNsQ
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Criminal war,  

poverty at the heart of European & US migration turmoil 

 
Finian Cunningham (born 1963) has written extensively 
on international affairs, with articles published in several 
languages. Originally from Belfast, Northern Ireland, he is 
a Master’s graduate in Agricultural Chemistry and worked 
as a scientific editor for the Royal Society of Chemistry, 
Cambridge, England, before pursuing a career in 
newspaper journalism. For over 20 years he worked as an 
editor and writer in major news media organizations, 
including The Mirror, Irish Times and Independent. Now a 
freelance journalist based in East Africa, his columns 
appear on RT, Sputnik, Strategic Culture Foundation and 
Press TV.  
Published time: 12 Nov, 2018 16:39 Edited time: 13 Nov, 
2018 12:56  

 
A migrant woman holds a baby upon her arrival aboard a 
coast guard boat at Malaga's harbour on September 23, 
2018 © AFP / Jorge Guerrero  

Europe has certainly adopted more fortress-like 

controls against would-be refugees. A concomitant 

rise in anti-immigrant political parties has in turn 

fueled popular resentment towards EU institutions.  

But the debate requires much more than “moral 

appeals.” 

A recent study entitled ‘Building Walls’ puts the 

growth of EU internal and external border barriers 

into stark perspective. In the 1990s, there were 

two border walls. Now the number has grown to a 

total of 17, with most of the structures built over 

the past three years. 

Ten countries out of 28 EU member states have 

built physical barriers to control migrants entering 

from outside the bloc. They include Austria, Spain, 

the United Kingdom, Hungary, Greece, Slovenia 

and Latvia. 

The authors of the above report call the structures 

“edifices of fear” and make the startling 

comparison to the Berlin Wall that separated East 

and West Germany until its dismantlement in 1989. 

EU states have built border barriers equivalent to 

the length of six Berlin Walls. 

The report also reproaches the proliferation of 

“mental walls” across EU member states with the 

rise of what it calls “far-right” and “racist” political 

parties. There are now, it is claimed, 10 EU states 

in which “xenophobic” parties have significant 

government or parliamentary representation. 

However, the problem with a report like this is that 

it provides no practical solutions to the immense 

political and social challenges stemming from 

phenomenal migration. The United Nations high 

commissioner for refugees estimates that a record 

number of 68.5 million people worldwide are 

forcibly on the move from their origins, many of 

them trying to reach Europe. 

We can perhaps agree that in recent years that the 

EU has faced an unprecedented influx of asylum 

seekers and would-be refugees. That, in turn, has 

engendered political and social tensions, as well as 

anti-immigrant parties and anti-EU popular 

sentiments. 

The authors of ‘Building Walls,’ however, largely 

base their appeal on moral arguments in favor of 

accepting migrants in the context of human rights. 

They call on EU governments to reject “racist 

discourse of the extreme right” and “to reverse the 

policies that lead us to walling ourselves in and 

defending a fortress in which the privileged and 

secure live.” 

That recommendation reveals an abject naivety. 

Millions of EU citizens would not consider 

themselves “privileged and secure,” as the authors 

claim. 

In the 58-page report, there is this tiny mention of 

the real issues at stake. “Civil society and political 

parties should rigorously study the structural 

causes of 68.5 million people having to flee their 

homes by force, in order to implement prevention 

policies based on global economic justice and to 

prevent war and armed conflict.” 

Indeed, “structural causes” need scrutinizing. 

These issues should be comprehensively explored if 

a proper understanding and solution to the problem 

are to be achieved. Such an approach would also 

go some way to addressing the concomitant issue 

of anti-immigrant politics and resentment towards 

the EU status quo. 

Here is where disclosure by the ‘Building Walls’ 

study is pertinent. The publisher, the Transnational 

Institute, based in Amsterdam, is funded in part by 

liberal financier George Soros. The billionaire has 

declared himself an advocate for open borders and 

promoting the rights of refugees. Some critics see 

Soros’ agenda as something more sinister than 

mere philanthropy. He is accused of trying to 

undermine national sovereign controls over 

migration. In Hungary, from where Soros migrated 

years ago to the US, the government of Viktor 

Orban has even gone as far as banning 

organizations funded by the billionaire. 

It seems significant that the ‘Building Walls’ report 

deals with the whole matter of refugees and 

migration from the premise of acceptance. It avoids 

tackling the phenomenon with an analysis of 

https://www.tni.org/en/publication/building-walls
https://www.tni.org/files/audited_accounts_2017.pdf
https://www.wsj.com/articles/why-im-investing-500-million-in-migrants-1474344001
https://www.wsj.com/articles/why-im-investing-500-million-in-migrants-1474344001
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-08-16/soros-hack-reveals-plot-behind-europes-refugee-crisis-media-funding-and-manipulation
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structural causes, even though the authors briefly 

mention the key issues of poverty and war. 

The expansion of walls across the EU and the 

increase in refugees are correlated with the spate 

of illegal wars the United States and its NATO allies 

have fomented in the Middle East, North Africa and 

Central Asia over the past three decades. The wars 

are the cause, the refugees are the effect. 

The main migration routes to Europe via the 

Mediterranean and Balkans follow the pattern of 

wars that the US and its NATO allies have waged, 

overtly and covertly, in Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria 

and Libya, among other countries. The opening of 

these routes then draws in migrants from many 

other countries in Asia, the Middle East and Africa. 

Indisputably, the US and EU are both complicit in 

perpetrating criminal wars which have unleashed 

the unprecedented numbers of migrants seeking 

refuge in Europe. 

Added to that are international neoliberal economic 

policies pushed by Washington and the EU, which 

have impoverished African nations, leading to 

environmental crises and communities being 

displaced. 

The same structural causes apply to the migrant 

caravan heading towards the US from Central 

America. For decades, Washington has ransacked 

its “backyard” with counterinsurgency warfare and 

sponsoring repressive regimes, which have in turn 

led to the spawning of criminal gangs and mass 

poverty. Any wonder then that droves of desperate 

people decide to flee to somewhere they perceive 

as relatively safe. 

The other side of the coin is poverty and bankrupt 

economics in the EU, as well as the US. For 

decades, governments have been crushing their 

own people with brutal austerity and grinding 

poverty. The gulf between a tiny wealthy elite and 

the mass of impoverished society has exploded. 

The hardship and misery under Western corporate 

capitalism has understandably engendered huge 

insecurity and anxiety within populations. Such 

sentiments feed into reactionary politics and are 

susceptible to perceiving foreigners as threats. 

Having said that, it should be recognized that 

resident communities in Europe or the US have a 

valid grievance about abrupt cultural changes. It 

seems inappropriate to dismiss objections as 

merely “racist” or “xenophobic.” Why should settled 

populations have to deal with a sudden influx of 

foreigners? 

Making moral appeals for tolerance towards 

refugees is futile. It does not address the structural 

cause of problems, or practical solutions. 

We need to engage the issue of refugees and 

migration directly with policies based on structural 

analysis. 

European governments along with Washington 

have to be held accountable for the criminal wars 

they have inflicted. That at least means paying 

financial reparations for the reconstruction of 

nations blown apart by militarism. Stop the wars, 

pay for damages and reconstruction, and the 

refugee problem is largely curbed. 

On economics, the real problem is the bankrupt 

capitalist system. It impoverishes billions of people, 

both within so-called developed countries and 

elsewhere, leading to mass migration and deep 

rancor in destination countries. 

If European countries or the US were run on a 

more democratic, productive and socially beneficial 

economic system, instead of neoliberal austerity 

exploiting inequality, then much of the public 

resentment and fear of foreigners would not be 

such a concern. And anti-immigrant political parties 

would have much less of a constituency. Thus, stop 

economically crushing people with bankrupt 

economics, and many of the social and political 

problems of xenophobia and populist revolt would 

diminish. 

Imperialist wars and destructive capitalism are the 

root problems. We’d better deal with them. 

*https://www.rt.com/oped/443776migratns-

poverty-war-eu-soros/  

READ MORE: 
Slavoj Žižek: Until the rich world thinks 'one world,' 
migration will intensify 
*https://www.rt.com/op-ed/442485-migrants-poverty-
rich-zizek/  
Hungary approves ‘Stop Soros’ law criminalizing aid to 
illegal migrants 
*https://www.rt.com/news/430365-hungary-passes-
stop-soros-la 
Free world leader’ or ’globalist puppet?’ Internet split 
over Macron’s anti-nationalist comment 
*https://www.rt.com/news/443685-macron-
nationalism-trump-paris/ 
Soros-funded uni campus for US programs ‘forced out’ of 
Hungary, opening in Vienna 
*https://www.rt.com/news/442286-soros-university-
campus-out-hungary/ 
Mass migration brought down the Roman Empire. Can it 
bring down the American Empire? 
*https://www.rt.com/op-ed/442864-american-empire-
migrant-caravan/ 

_____________________________________________________ 

Inside the migrant caravan camp in Tijuana, Mexico 

ABC13 Houston Published on Nov 19, 2018 

The United States closed off northbound traffic for 
several hours at the busiest border crossing with Mexico 
to install new security barriers on Monday, a day after 

hundreds of Tijuana residents protested against the 
presence of thousands of Central American migrants. The 
U.S. also closed one of two pedestrian crossings at the 

San Ysidro crossing in a move apparently aimed at 
preventing any mass rush of migrants across the border. 
The installation of movable, wire-topped barriers 
threatens to complicate life for Mexicans using San 

https://www.rt.com/oped/443776migratns-poverty-war-eu-soros/
https://www.rt.com/oped/443776migratns-poverty-war-eu-soros/
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/442485-migrants-poverty-rich-zizek/
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/442485-migrants-poverty-rich-zizek/
https://www.rt.com/news/430365-hungary-passes-stop-soros-la
https://www.rt.com/news/430365-hungary-passes-stop-soros-la
https://www.rt.com/news/443685-macron-nationalism-trump-paris/
https://www.rt.com/news/443685-macron-nationalism-trump-paris/
https://www.rt.com/news/442286-soros-university-campus-out-hungary/
https://www.rt.com/news/442286-soros-university-campus-out-hungary/
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/442864-american-empire-migrant-caravan/
https://www.rt.com/op-ed/442864-american-empire-migrant-caravan/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDmNmxF3ZVMeGyvWE9tOqPQ
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Ysidro, where about 110,000 people enter the U.S. every 
day in 40,000 vehicles. Long lines backed up in Tijuana, 

where many people have to cross the border to work on 
the U.S. side. Such inconveniences prompted by the 

arrival of the migrant caravan may have played a role in 

Sunday's protests, when about 400 Tijuana residents 
waved Mexican flags, sang the Mexican national anthem 

and chanted "Out! Out!" referring to the migrant caravan 
that arrived in the border city last week. MORE ON THIS 

STORY:*https://abc13.com/4717731/ 

 
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TZSwWcwuBe8 

____________________________________________________ 

Was Europa bevorsteht 
Eva Herman, Published on Nov 3, 2018 

Eine Studie für die EU aus dem Jahr 2009 zum 

Thema Umsiedlungspolitik für Migranten sorgt für 

Aufregung. Diese war unter Mitarbeit von durch 

die EU beauftragte Beratungsunternehmen wie 

z.B. Eurasylum Limited erstellt worden, im 

Rahmen eines Dienstleistungsvertrag des 

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?v=TZSwWcwuBe8&event=video_description&redir_token=aWYpa02NEuGsFwHFItJXt_MQbPZ8MTU0MzA0OTkwMkAxNTQyOTYzNTAy&q=https%3A%2F%2Fabc13.com%2F4717731%2F
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TZSwWcwuBe8
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFWzMvdg4JvQTeHATrTEpPw
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Europäischen Flüchtlingsfonds für die EU. Falls 

dieses Papier je umgesetzt wird, so wird von dem 

heutigen Europa nichts mehr übrig bleiben. Die 

Journalistin Eva Herman stellt in diesem 

Zusammenhang die Frage: Brauchte man den 

Globalen Pakt für Migration der Vereinten 

Nationen erst als Eisbrecher, welcher im 

Dezember 2018 im marokkanischen Marrakesch 

unterschrieben werden soll, um die Ziele dieses 

EU-Papiers aus 2009 durchzusetzen? In dem 

Papier hatte man vorgerechnet, wie viele 

Migranten die einzelnen EU-Länder angeblich noch 

vertragen. Auf S. 112 wird berechnet, wie viele 

zusätzliche Einwohner jedes europäische Land 

verkraften würde.  

Für Deutschland (derzeit 82,5 Millionen 

Menschen) sieht man zum Beispiel eine 

Zuwanderung weiterer 192 Millionen Migranten 

vor, um auf die Zahl von 274 Millionen! 

Einwohnern zu kommen. Auch weitere EU-Länder 

sind betroffen, wie Eva Herman in diesem Video 

ausführt.  
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNOK1RxSigA 
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vqBbj... 
*https://juergenfritz.com/2018/10/24/u...  
*https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sit... 

_____________________________________________________  

Nein zum Migrationspakt  
- "Recht und Wahrheit" berichtet | GASTBEITRAG 

Der Volkslehrer, Published on Nov 9, 2018 

Ich teile ein Video des Machers von "Recht und Wahrheit", Meinolf Schönborn. Er hat ein Sonderheft 

zum Migrationspakt herausgebracht. Die Musik zu Beginn ist übrigens auch in dem Originalvideo zu 

hören. #volkslehrer #linksliegenlassen #migrationspakt 

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EA3dm51r8hM 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Der Volkslehrer, Published on Nov 10, 2018 

Hier das ungekürzte Interview mit Udo Voigt, fraktionsloser Abgeordneter der NPD während 

meines Besuches im EU-Parlament. Das reichhaltige Straßburger Video gibt es hier:  

 

Volkslehrer trifft Udo Voigt im EU-Parlament | IM GESPRÄCH 
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EA3dm51r8hM 

Note: Udo Voigt is a German member of the EU parliament and although local German 

newspapers will mention the AfD, they will not mention Udo Voigt’s name or party, NPD. 

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VNOK1RxSigA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vqBbja90ImE
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?v=VNOK1RxSigA&event=video_description&redir_token=nGwI5Iy9L4M7cAOKCVeFkiqC3Ph8MTU0MTcyNDcyMEAxNTQxNjM4MzIw&q=https%3A%2F%2Fjuergenfritz.com%2F2018%2F10%2F24%2Fun-migrationspakt%2F
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?v=VNOK1RxSigA&event=video_description&redir_token=nGwI5Iy9L4M7cAOKCVeFkiqC3Ph8MTU0MTcyNDcyMEAxNTQxNjM4MzIw&q=https%3A%2F%2Fec.europa.eu%2Fhome-affairs%2Fsites%2Fhomeaffairs%2Ffiles%2Fe-library%2Fdocs%2Fpdf%2Ffinal_report_relocation_of_refugees_en.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4teOyQNXzMH94YMYySl9mA
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=%23volkslehrer
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=%23linksliegenlassen
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=%23migrationspakt
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EA3dm51r8hM
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4teOyQNXzMH94YMYySl9mA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EA3dm51r8hM
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Ursulas 90ster - 10 000 feiern in Bielefeld! 

 
Der Volkslehrer Published on Nov 13, 2018 
Am 8.11. war Ursula Haverbecks 90 Geburtstag. Aus 
diesem Grund haben wir uns in Bielefeld versammelt und 
kräftig gefeiert. Zu uns haben sich mehrere 1000 
Unrechte gesellt sowie zahlreiche Polizisten. Ich habe 
viele alte Bekannte getroffen und den Tag insgesamt sehr 
genossen. Doch höret und sehet selbst.  

 

 
Walder asked the Volkslehrer: What has “Denying the 
Holocaust” to do with Freedom of Expression? 

 
Evidence! Walden states that Ursula Haverbeck denies all 
seen in a picture, to which the Violkslehrer replies: She 
does not deny this but she wants to know where they 
were killed, how they were killed, and the extent/scope.. 

 
At this point the Antifa begins to focus on the 
Volkslehrer’s presence and starts making lots of 
noise… 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4teOyQNXzMH94YMYySl9mA
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Bundesverfassungsgericht  allowed appeal against 
conviction 130 -  now new trial Landesgericht Padderborn 
– 11December 2018, 11AM. He did not deny the 

Holocaust but by bringing together facts in a certain 
manner could create the impression that “Holocaust” 
denial is expressed. 

 

 

 
Seelische Vergewaltigung-mental rape muss 
bekaempft werden-must be opposed; Auslaender 
sind nicht unsere Feinde- foreigners are not our 
enemy; Liebe zu unserem Volk- love for our people;  

wir sind anstaendige Menschen-we are upright 
people; ein Rechtsruck durch unser Land – es ist 

Gut so… 

 
Ursulas 90ster - 10 000 feiern in Bielefeld! | AKTIVISMUS 
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tO7yhqG8WnE 
Also view: Ursula Haverbeck Panorama interview – 
English subtitles 
* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xj0BvjaMGn8 

 
Der Volkslehrer und Gerhard Ittner in Nürnberg 

Mar 1, 2018 

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4uq04oL8K-0  
******** 

On 14 Nov 2018, at 06:17, Gerd Ittner  
gerd.ittner@gmx.de wrote: 
Lieber Fredrick, 

am 10. November wurde ich nach einem halbe Jahr 
Gesinnungshaft aus dem Gefängnis entlassen 
Herzliche Grüße 
Gerd 

 
____________________________________________________

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tO7yhqG8WnE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xj0BvjaMGn8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4uq04oL8K-0
mailto:gerd.ittner@gmx.de
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Gedenket der toten Soldaten - Aktion am Volkstrauertag 

Der Volkslehrer Published on Nov 15, 2018 

Am Sonntag, den 18.11. begehen wir den Volkstrauertag.  

Zu diesem Anlass habe ich eine Bitte an Euch. Doch höret und sehet selbst. 

 
Lasset Uns leben in Euch – Let us live within you! 

* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4qnCtGpOzSs 

  

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4teOyQNXzMH94YMYySl9mA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4qnCtGpOzSs
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Cat gets Abducted by Aliens 
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*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AK77jm_mDLY 

___________________________________________________ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AK77jm_mDLY
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Forging Islamic science : 

Fake miniatures depicting Islamic science finding their way into Libraries 
Discussion in 'Central & South Asia' started by Avaraniya, Sep 20, 2018.  

 

As I prepared to teach my class ‘Science and Islam’ last 
spring, I noticed something peculiar about the book I was 

about to assign to my students. It wasn’t the text – a 
wonderful translation of a medieval Arabic encyclopaedia 
– but the cover. Its illustration showed scholars in turbans 
and medieval Middle Eastern dress, examining the starry 
sky through telescopes. The miniature purported to be 
from the premodern Middle East, but something was off. 
Besides the colours being a bit too vivid, and the 

brushstrokes a little too clean, what perturbed me were 
the telescopes. The telescope was known in the Middle 
East after Galileo developed it in the 17th century, but 
almost no illustrations or miniatures ever depicted such 
an object. When I tracked down the full image, two more 
figures emerged: one also looking through a telescope, 
while the other jotted down notes while his hand spun a 

globe – another instrument that was rarely drawn. The 
starkest contradiction, however, was the quill in the 
fourth figure’s hand. Middle Eastern scholars had always 
used reed pens to write. By now there was no denying it: 
the cover illustration was a modern-day forgery, 
masquerading as a medieval illustration. 

 
The full image of the 21st century fake Ottoman miniature, 
purporting to be from the 17th century. Allegedly from the 
Istanbul University Library. 

The fake miniature depicting Muslim astronomers is far 
from an isolated case. One popular image floating around 
Facebook and Pinterest has worm-like demons cavorting 

inside a molar. It claims to illustrate the Ottoman 

conception of dental cavities, a rendition of which has now 
entered Oxford’s Bodleian Library as part of its collection 

on ‘Masterpieces of the non-Western book’. Another 
shows a physician treating a man with what appears to be 
smallpox. These contemporary images are in fact not 
‘reproductions’ but ‘productions’ and even fakes – made 
to appeal to a contemporary audience by claiming to 
depict the science of a distant Islamic past. 

 
From Istanbul’s tourist shops, these works have ventured 
far afield. They have have found their way into conference 

posters, education websites, and museum and library 
collections. The problem goes beyond gullible tourists and 
the occasional academic being duped: many of those who 

study and publicly present the history of Islamic science 
have committed themselves to a similar sort of fakery. 
There now exist entire museums filled with reimagined 
objects, fashioned in the past 20 years but intended to 

represent the venerable scientific traditions of the Islamic 
world.  
irony is that these fake miniatures and objects are the 
product of a well-intentioned desire: a desire to integrate 
Muslims into a global political community through the 
universal narrative of science. That wish seems all the 
more pressing in the face of a rising tide of Islamophobia. 

But what happens when we start fabricating objects for 
the tales we want to tell? Why do we reject the real 
material remnants of the Islamic past for their confected 
counterparts? What exactly is the picture of science in 

Islam that are we hoping to find? These fakes reveal more 
than just a preference for fiction over truth. Instead, they 

point to a larger problem about the expectations that 
scholars and the public alike saddle upon the Islamic past 
and its scientific legacy. 
There aren’t many books left in the old booksellers’ 
market in Istanbul today – but there are quite a few fake 
miniatures, sold to the tourists flocking to the Grand 
Bazaar next door. Some of these miniatures show images 

of ships or monsters, while others prompt a juvenile 
giggle with their display of sexual acts. Often, they’re 
accompanied by some gibberish Arabic written in a shaky 
hand. Many, perhaps the majority, are depictions of 
science in the Middle East: a pharmacist selling drugs to 

turbaned men, a doctor castrating a hermaphrodite, a 
group of scholars gazing through a telescope or gathering 

around a map. 

https://defence.pk/pdf/forums/central-south-asia.160/
https://defence.pk/pdf/members/avaraniya.179456/
https://defence.pk/pdf/threads/forging-islamic-science-fake-miniatures-depicting-islamic-science-finding-their-way-into-libraries.578076/
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To the discerning eye, most of the miniatures these men 
sell are recognisably fake. The artificial pigments are too 
bright, the subject matter too crude. Unsurprisingly, they 

still find willing buyers among local and foreign tourists. 
Some images, on occasion, state that they are modern 

creations, with the artist signing off with a recent date in 
the Islamic calendar. Others are more duplicitous. The 
forgers tear pages out of old manuscripts and printed 
books, and paint over the text to give the veneer of old 
writing and paper. They can even stamp fake ownership 
seals onto the image. 
 With these additions, the miniatures quickly become 

difficult to identify as fraudulent once they leave the 
confines of the market and make their way on to the 
internet. Stock photo services in particular play a key role 
in disseminating these images, making them readily 
available to use in presentations and articles in blogs and 
magazines. From there, the pictures move on to the main 

platforms of our vernacularised visual culture: Instagram, 
Facebook, Pinterest, Google. In this digital environment, 
even experts on the Islamic world can mistake these 
images for the authentic and antique. 
The internet itself has become a source of fantastic 
inspiration for forgers. The drawing supposedly depicting 
the Ottoman view of dental cavities, for example, 

emerged after a similar picture of an 18th-century French 
ivory surfaced on the internet. Other forgers simply copy 
well-known miniatures, such as the illustration of the 
short-lived observatory in 16th-century Istanbul, in which 
turbaned men take measurements with a variety of 
instruments on a table. This miniature – reliably located in 
the Rare Books Library of Istanbul University – is found in 

a Persian chronicle praising Sultan Murad III, who ordered 

the observatory built in 1574, and subsequently had it 
demolished a few years afterwards.  
Even if its imitations look crude, they still find audiences – 
such as those who visit the 2013 ‘Science in Islam’ 
exhibition website at the Museum of the History of 

Science in Oxford. The site, which aims to educate 
secondary-school children, took the image from a similar 
site run by the Whipple Museum of the History of Science 
at the University of Cambridge – which in turn acquired it 
a year earlier from a dealer in Istanbul, according to the 
museum’s own records. Meanwhile, another well-
respected institution, the Wellcome Collection in London, 

specialises in objects from the history of medicine; it 
includes several poorly copied miniatures demonstrating 
Islamic models of the body, written over with a bizarre 

pseudo-Arabic and with no given source. 

 
The forger transforms a scholar raising a sextant to his 
eye into a man using a telescope. 
A few images, though, are invented from whole cloth, 
such as a depiction of a man with what appears to be 
smallpox, nervously consulting with a pharmacist and 

doctor. More troubling still are the images that artists 

alter to match our own expectations. The picture on the 
cover of the book I was going to assign my students, with 
men looking at the night sky through a telescope, borrows 
from the figures in the Istanbul observatory miniature. 
However, the forger easily transforms a scholar raising a 
sextant to his eye, to measure the angular distance 

between astronomical bodies, into a man using a 
telescope in the same pose. It is a subtle change but it 
alters the meaning of the image significantly – pasting in 
an instrument of which we have no visual depictions in 
Islamic sources, but that we readily associate with the act 
of astronomy today. 
In the corner of Gülhane Park in Istanbul, down the hill 

from the former Ottoman palace and Hagia Sofia, lies the 

Museum for the History of Science and Technology in 
Islam (İslam Bilim ve Teknoloji Tarihi Müzesi). A visitor 
begins with astronomical instruments – astrolabes and 
quadrants (thankfully, no telescopes). As you move 
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through the displays, the exhibits shift from instruments 
of war and optics to examples of chemistry and 

mechanics, becoming increasingly fantastical with each 
room. Glass cages of beakers follow alembics in elaborate 

contraptions. At the end, one reaches the section on 
engineering. Here, you find the bizarre machines of Ismail 
al-Jazari, a 12th-century scholar often called the Muslim 
father of engineering. His contraptions resemble medieval 
versions of Rube Goldberg machines: think of a water 

clock in the shape of a mahout, sitting on top of an 
elephant or other pieces. 

 
A fake anatomical diagram with nonsensical, Arabic-like 
script, supposedly depicting an Islamic model of the veins 
and arteries of the body. Photo courtesy of the Wellcome 
Collection. 

There’s only one catch. All the objects on display are 
actually reproductions or completely imagined objects. 
None of the objects is older than a decade or two, and 
indeed there are no historical objects in the museum at 
all. Instead, the astrolabes and quadrants, for example, 

are recreated from pieces in other museums. The war 
machines and the giant astronomical instruments are 
typically scaled-down models that can fit in a medium-
sized room. The intricate chemistry contraptions, of which 
no copy has ever been found in the Middle East, are 
created solely to populate the museum. 
By itself, this conjuring act isn’t necessarily a problem. 

Some of the pieces are genuinely rare, and others might 
not exist today but are useful to see recreated in models 

and miniatures. What makes this museum unique is its 
near total refusal to collect actual historical objects. The 
museum never explicitly addresses or justifies the fact 
that its entire collection is composed of recreations; it 
simply presents them in glass display cases, with no 

attempt to situate them in a narrative about the history of 
the Middle East, other than simply stating the dates and 
location of their originals. 
The origins of the bulk of the museum’s collection 
becomes clearer when you look at the photographs 
behind the displays: many objects were recreated from 

the illustrations of medieval manuscripts containing 
similar-looking devices. The most famous of these are the 
extraordinary images of al-Jazari’s contraptions, taken 

from his book The Book of Knowledge of Ingenious 
Mechanical Devices. While the machines should work, in 
theory, none has been known to survive. It might even be 

that their designer didn’t intend them to be built in the 
first place. 

Just what is the role of a museum, specifically a history 
museum, that contains no genuine historical objects? 

Istanbul’s museum of Islamic science isn’t an isolated 
case. The same approach marks the Sabuncuoğlu History 
of Medicine Museum in Amasya in northern Turkey, as 
well as the Leonardo da Vinci museum in Milan, which 
brings to life the feverish mechanisms that the inventor 

sketched out in the pages of his notebooks. 
Unlike the fake miniatures, these institutions weren’t built 
with the purpose of duping unsuspecting tourists and 
museums. The man behind the Islamic science museum 
in Istanbul is the late Fuat Sezgin, formerly at the 
University of Frankfurt. He was a respected scholar who 
compiled and published multiple sources on Islamic 

science. But his project shares certain key qualities with 
the fake miniatures. They create objects that adhere to 
our contemporary understandings of what ‘doing science’ 

looks like, and treat images of Islamic science as if they 
are literal and direct representations of objects and 
people that existed in the past. 

 Most importantly, perhaps, both the fakes and the 
museum are meant to evoke wonder in the viewers 
today. There is nothing inherently wrong with wonder, of 
course; it can spur viewers to question and investigate 
the natural world. Zakariya al-Qazwini, the 13th-century 
author who described the world’s curious and spectacular 
phenomena in his book Wonders of Creation, defined 

wonder as that ‘sense of bewilderment a person feels 
because of his inability to understand the cause of a 
thing’. Princes used to read the heavily illustrated books 
of al-Jazari in this manner, not as practical engineering 
manuals, but as descriptions of devices that were beyond 

their comprehension. And we still look at al-Jazari’s 
recreated items with a sense of awe, even if we now 

grasp their mechanics – just that, today, we marvel at the 
fact that they were made by Muslims. 
What drives the spread of these images and objects is the 
desire to use some totemic vision of science to redeem 
Islam – as a religion, culture or people – from the 
Islamophobia of recent times. Equating science and 

technology with modernity is common enough. Before the 
current political toxicity took hold, I would have taught a 
class on Arab Science, rather than Islam and Science. Yet 
in a world that’s all too willing to vilify Islam as the 
antithesis of civilisation, it seems better to try and uphold 
a message that science is a global project in which all of 
humanity has participated. 

This embracing sentiment sits behind ‘1,001 Inventions’, 
a travelling exhibit on Islamic science that has frequented 
many of the world’s museums, and has now become a 
permanent, peripatetic entity. The feel-good motto reads: 
‘Discover a Golden Age, Inspire a Better Future’. To non-
Muslims, this might suggest that the followers of Islam 
are rational beings after all, capable of taking part in a 

shared civilisation. To Muslim believers, meanwhile, it 
might imply that a lost world of technological mastery was 
indeed available to them, had they remained on the 
straight path. In this way, ‘1,001 Inventions’ draws an 
almost direct line between reported flight from the top of 
Galata Tower in 17th-century Istanbul and 20th-century 

Moon exploration. 

With these ideals in mind, do the ends justify the means? 
Using a reproduction or fake to draw attention to the rich 
and oft-overlooked intellectual legacy of the Middle East 
and South Asia might be a small price to pay for widening 
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the circle of cross-cultural curiosity. If the material 
remains of the science do not exist, or don’t fit the 

narrative we wish to construct, then maybe it’s acceptable 
to imaginatively reconstruct them. Faced with the gap 

between our scant knowledge of the actual intellectual 
endeavours of bygone Muslims, and the imagined Islamic 
past upon which we’ve laid our weighty expectations, we 
indulge in the ‘freedom’ to recreate. Textbooks and 
museums rush to publish proof of Muslims’ scientific 

exploits. In this way, wittingly and unwittingly, they 
propagate images that they believe exemplify an idealised 
version of Islamic science: those telescopes, clocks, 
machines and medical instruments that cry ‘modernity!’ 
to even the most casual or skeptical observer. 
However, there is a dark side to this progressive impulse. 
It is an offshoot of a creeping, and paternalistic, tendency 

to reject the real pieces of Islamic heritage for its 
reimagined counterparts. Something is lost when we 
reduce the Islamic history of science to a few recognisably 

modern objects, and go so far as to summon up images 
from thin air. We lose sight of important traditions of 
learning that were not visually depicted, whether artisanal 

or scholastic. We also leave out those domains later 
deemed irrational or unmodern, such as alchemy and 
astrology.  
This selection is not just a question of preferences, but 
also of priorities. Instead of spending millions of dollars to 
build and house these reimagined productions, museums 
could have bought, collected and gathered actual objects. 

Until recently, for instance, Rebul Pharmacy in Istanbul 
displayed its own private collection of historical medical 
instruments – whereas the Museum for the History of 
Science and Technology in Islam chose to craft new ones. 
A purposeful choice has therefore been made to ignore 

existing objects, because what does remain doesn’t lend 
itself to the narrative that the museum wishes to tell. 

Perhaps there’s a worry that the actual remnants of 
Islamic science simply can’t arouse the necessary 
wonder; perhaps they can’t properly reveal that Muslims, 
too, created works of recognisable genius. Using actual 
artefacts to achieve this end might demand more of 
viewers, and require a different and more involved mode 

of explanation. But failing to embrace this challenge 
means we lose an opportunity to expand the scope of 
what counted as genius or reflected wonder in the Islamic 
past. This flattening of time and space impoverishes 
audiences and palliates their prejudices, without their 
knowledge and even while posing as enrichment. 
We’re still left with the question, though, of the harm 

done by the proliferation of these reimagined images and 
objects. When I’ve raised it with colleagues, some have 
argued that, even if these works are inauthentic, at least 
they invite students to learn about the premodern Middle 
East. The sentiment would be familiar to the historian 
Anthony Grafton, who has observed that the line between 
the forger and critic is extremely thin. Each sets out, with 

many of the same tools, to make the past relevant 
according to the changing circumstances of the present. 
It’s just that, while the forger dresses new objects in the 
clothes of the past to fit our current concerns, the critic 
explains that today’s circumstances differ from those of 
the past, and retains and discards certain aspects as she 

sees fit. 

Grafton ultimately sides with the critic: the forger, he 
says, is fundamentally ‘irresponsible; however good his 
ends and elegant his techniques, he lies. It seems 
inevitable, then, that a culture that tolerates forgery will 

debase its own intellectual currency, sometimes past 
redemption.’ As fakes and fictions enter our digital 

bloodstream, they start to replace the original images, 
and transform our baseline notions of what actually was 

the science of the past. In the case of the false 
miniatures, many are painted on the ripped-out pages of 
centuries-old manuscripts to add to their historicity, 
literally destroying authentic artefacts to craft new 
forgeries. 

In an era when merchants of doubt and propagators of 
fake news manipulate public discourse, recommitting 
ourselves to transparency and critique seems like the only 
solution. Certainly, a good dose of these virtues is part of 
any cure. But in all these cases, as with the museum, it’s 
never quite clear who bears responsibility for the 
deception. We often wish to discover a scheming 

mastermind behind every act of forgery, whether the 
Russian state or a disgruntled pseudo-academic – 
exploiting the social bonds of our trust, and whose fraud 

can be rectified only by a greater authority. The 
responsibility to establish truth, however, doesn’t only lie 
in the hands of the critics and forgers, but also in our own 

actions as consumers and disseminators. Each time we 
choose to share an image online, or patronise certain 
museums, we lend them credibility. Yet, the solution 
might also demand more than a simple reassertion of the 
value of truth over fiction, of facts over lies. After all, 
every work of history, whether a book or a museum, is 
also partially an act of fiction in its attempt to recount a 

past that we can no longer access. 
A mile away from the museum of Islamic science in 
Istanbul, nestled in the alleys of the Çukurcuma 
neighbourhood, resides another museum of invented 
objects and tales. This one, though, is dedicated not to 

Islamic scientific inventions but to an author’s melancholic 
vision of love and, as it happens, Istanbul’s material past. 

The Museum of Innocence is the handiwork of the Turkish 
Nobel Prize-winning novelist Orhan Pamuk, whose 
collected and created objects form the skeleton upon 
which his 2008 book of the same name is built. Its 
protagonist, Kemal, slowly leads the reader and the 
museum-goer through his aborted relationship with his 

beloved, Füsun. Each chapter corresponds to one of the 
museum’s small dioramas, which exhibit a collection of 
objects from the novel. Vintage restaurant cards, old rakı 
bottles and miniature ceramic dogs to be placed atop 
television sets are delicately arranged in little displays, 
often with Pamuk’s own paintings as a backdrop. 
Behind the museum, though, lies a fictional narrative – 

and that very fact destabilises our expectations of what 
the objects in a museum can and should do. Did Pamuk 
write the novel and then collect objects to fit it, or vice 
versa? It’s never entirely clear which came first. Pamuk’s 
opus confronts us with a question: do we tell stories from 
the objects we collect, or do we collect the objects to tell 
the stories we desire? The different approaches are, in 

fact, two sides of the same coin. We collect materials that 
adhere to our imagined stories, and we craft our 
narratives according to the objects and sources at hand. 
The Museum of Innocence occupies a special place on a 
spectrum of possibility about how we interact with 
history. At opposite ends of this spectrum sit the fake 

miniatures and the fantastical objects of Islamic science, 

respectively. The miniatures circulate on the internet on 
their own, often removed from any narrative and divorced 
from their original sources, open to any interpretation 
that a viewer sees fit. By contrast, the constructed 
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objects in museums of Islamic science have been 
consciously brought into this world to serve a defensive 

narrative of Muslim genius – a narrative that the 
museums’ founders believed they couldn’t extract from 

the actual historical objects.  
Pamuk’s museum, though, strikes a balance. As one 
stands in front of Pamuk’s exhibits of pocket watches and 
photographs of beauty pageants, one slowly examines the 
objects, imagining how they were used, perhaps listening 

to a recording of Pamuk’s stories to animate them. It is 
through his display cases, paintings and writing that the 
objects come to life. Yet, viewers also see the bottles of 
rakı and other ephemera outside the confines of Pamuk’s 
narrative. He displays a commitment to the objects 
themselves, and lets them tell their tale without holding a 
naive belief in their objective power. This approach grants 

Pamuk’s museum an intellectual honesty lacking in 
Sezgin’s museum of Islamic science. 
By neglecting actual historical objects, and championing 

their reimagined counterparts, we efface the past. 
What is ultimately missing from the fake miniatures, and 
from the Museum for the History of Science and 

Technology in Islam, are the very lives of the individuals 
that fill Pamuk’s museum. Faced with fantasy or forgery, 
we are left to stand in awe of the telescopes and 
alembics, marvelling that Muslims built them, but knowing 
little of the actual artisans and scholars, Muslim and non-
Muslim alike. In these lives lies the true history of science 
in Islamic world: a midwife’s preparation of herbs; a 

hospital doctor’s list of medicines for the pious poor; an 
astrologer’s horoscope for an aspiring lieutenant; an 
imam’s astronomical measurements for timing the call to 
prayer; a logician’s trial of a new syllogism; a 
silversmith’s metallurgic experimentation; an 

encyclopaedist’s classification of plants; or a judge’s 
algebraic calculations for dividing an inheritance. These 

lives are not easily researched, as demonstrated by the 
anaemic state of the field. However, by refusing to collect 

and display actual historical objects, and instead 
championing their reimagined counterparts, we efface 

these people of the past. 
Focusing on these lives requires some fiction, to be sure. 

A museum or book would have to embrace the absences 
and gaps in our knowledge. Instead of shyly nudging the 
actual objects out of view, and filling the lacunae with 
fabrications, it would need to bring actual historical 
artefacts to the fore. It might take inspiration from the 

Whipple Museum and even collect forgeries of scientific 
instruments as important cultural objects in their own 
right. Yes, we might have to abandon the clickbaity 
pictures of turbaned astronomers with telescopes that our 
image-obsessed culture seems to crave. We would have 
to adapt a different vision of science and of visual culture, 
a subtler one that does not reduce scientific practice to a 

few emblems of modernity. But perhaps this is what it 
means to cultivate a ‘sense of bewilderment’, to use al-
Qazwini’s phrase – a new sense of wonder that elicits 

marvel from the lives of women and men in the past. That 
would be a genuinely fresh form of seeing; an 
acknowledgement that something can be valuable, even 

when we do not recognise it. 
The writer wishes to thank the following people for their 
help in tracking down the origins of some of the fake 
miniatures: Elias Muhanna, the author of the book at the 
beginning of the essay; Josh Nall, the curator of the 
Whipple Museum of History of Science in Cambridge; and 
Christiane Gruber, a professor in the history of art at the 

University of Michigan.  
Nir Shafir is a historian of the early modern Ottoman 
Empire at the University of California, San Diego. He is 
editor-in-chief of the Ottoman History Podcast.  
*https://aeon.co/essays/why-fakeminiaturesdepicting-
islamic-science-are-everywhere  
*https://defence.pk/pdf/threads/forging-islamic-
science-fake-miniatures-depicting-islamic-science-finding-
their-way-into-libraries.578076/  
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HORST MAHLER UPDATE:  

Reasons for bail-early release on 
medical grounds rejected! 

Haftverschonung abgelehnt! 

Dem denkenden Menschen wird sich bei dem 

folgenden Text der Magen umdrehen. Was hier von 

einer „Staatsanwaltschaft“ zu Papier gebracht 

wurde ist einfach abscheulich. Es wird alles in sein 

Gegenteil verkehrt und so hingestellt als handele es 

sich tatsächlich um etwas, dem Recht inne wohnt. 

Ich wage schon kaum noch daran zu erinnern, daß 

in der BRD mit Begriffen wie „Menschlichkeit“ um 

sich geworfen wird. Lesen Sie selbst und 

beantworten sich die Frage: Warum machen Sie 

hier noch mit? 

 

11 VRs 42142/07 – 22. November 2018 

Strafvollstreckung gegen 

Horst Werner Dieter Mahler, geboren am 23. 

Januar 1936, wegen Volksverhetzung 

In dem vorbezeichneten 

Strafvollstreckungsverfahren ergeht folgender 

Bescheid: 

Der Antrag auf Unterbrechung der 

Strafvollstreckung der Jusitzvollzugsanstalt 
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https://aeon.co/essays/why-fakeminiaturesdepicting-islamic-science-are-everywhere
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https://defence.pk/pdf/threads/forging-islamic-science-fake-miniatures-depicting-islamic-science-finding-their-way-into-libraries.578076/
https://endederluege.blog/
https://endederluege.blog/videos-zensur/
https://endederluege.blog/briefe/
http://endederluegedotblog.wordpress.com/2018/
http://endederluegedotblog.wordpress.com/2017/
https://endederluege.blog/2018/11/23/haftverschonung-abgelehnt/
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Brandenburg vom 6. November 2018, dem 

sich der Verurteilte angeschlossen hat, wird  

abgelehnt. 

Gründe: 

Gemäß § 455 Abs. 4 StPO kann die Vollstreckung 

unterbrochen werden, wenn der Verurteilte in 

Geisteskrankheit verfällt, wegen einer Krankheit 

von der Vollstreckung eine nahe Lebensgefahr für 

den Verurteilten zu besorgen ist oder wenn der 

Verurteilte sonst schwer erkrankt und die Krankheit 

in einer Vollzugsanstalt oder einem 

Anstaltskrankenhaus nicht erkannt oder behandelt 

werden kann und zu erwarten ist, dass die 

Krankheit voraussichtlich für eine erhebliche Zeit 

fortbestehen wird. 
1. Der Verurteilte verbüßt derzeit aus dem 

Gesamtstrafenbeschluss des Landgerichts München 

II vom 15. April 2010 (Az.: 2 KLs 11Js 42142/07) 

zwei Gesamtfreiheitsstrafen von 2 Jahren 4 

Monaten und von 7 Jahren 10 Monaten. Die erste 

Strafe ist vollständig vollstreckt. Das Strafende der 

zweiten Strafe ist für den 27. Oktober 2020 

vorgemerkt. 

Mit Schreiben vom 6. November 2018 beantragte 

die Justizvollzugsanstalt Brandenburg die 

Unterbrechung der Haft gemäß § 455 Abs. 4 Satz 1 

Nr. 3 StPO wegen Vollzugsuntauglichkeit. 

Bei dem Verurteilten lägen „multimorbide 

Krankheiten“ vor, die aufgrund des hohen Alters 

des Verurteilten sowie der vorliegenden akuten 

Erkrankung und des zu erwartenden Verlaufs eben 

dieser jederzeit zu akuten Komplikationen würden 

führen können, die in der Krankenabteilung der 

Justizvollzugsanstalt nicht behandelbar wären und 

durchaus lebensbedrohlich werden könnten. 

Auszuschließen sei auch nicht die Amputation des 

zweiten Unterschenkels, wobei die daraus 

resultierende Pflege nur in einem Krankenhaus 

außerhalb der Anstalt möglich wäre. Aus 

medizinischer Sicht sei der Verurteilte nicht mehr 

haftfähig. 

Diesem Antrag der Vollzugsanstalt hat sich der 

Verurteilte mit Schreiben seines Verteidigers vom 

5. November 2018 angeschlossen. 

Der Verurteilte befindet sich seit 25. Oktober 2018 

auf der externen Bettenstation B1 am Städtischen 

Klinikum in Brandenburg an der Havel, wo zunächst 

eine bakterielle Lungenentzündung diagnostiziert 

und in der Folge antibiotisch behandelt wurde. 

Hierdurch konnte zunächst eine Stabilisierung des 

Verurteilten erreicht werden. Problematischer 

gestaltet sich die Behandlung der fortschreitenden 

Durchblutungsstörung im rechten Fuß. Insoweit 

haben sich hier weitere Nekrosen gebildet, die in 

letzter Konsequenz die Amputation des 

Unterschenkels erforderlich machen, die von dem 

Verurteilten jedoch verweigert wird. In den letzten 

Tagen hat sich der Gesundheitszustand des 

Verurteilten drastisch verschlechtert. Der 

Verurteilte ist derzeit nicht mehr in der Lage 

aufzustehen, ist schläfrig und bekommt Morphin 

gegen die Schmerzen. 
2. Gleichwohl kommt eine Unterbrechung der Haft 

nicht in Betracht. 

a) Eine Unterbrechung nach § 455 Abs. 4 Satz 1 

Nr. 2 StPO scheidet schon allein deshalb aus, da 

zwischen der Vollstreckung der Freiheitsstrafe und 

der bestehenden Lebensgefahr keine Kausalität 

besteht. Der lebensbedrohliche Zustand des 

Verurteilten ist vielmehr durch dessen 

Verweigerung der erforderlichen medizinischen 

Behandlung entstanden. Durch eine 

Haftunterbrechung könnte hier demnach nicht 

entgegengewirkt werden, zumal der Verurteilte 

nach Angaben des Anstaltsarztes durch die Haft 

keine schlechtere Behandlung erhält, als es 

außerhalb des Vollzuges möglich wäre. Die 

medizinische Versorgung des Verurteilten ist somit 

trotz Inhaftierung gewährleistet. 

b) Eine Unterbrechung gemäß § 455 Abs. 4 Satz 

Nr. 3 StPO wird ebenfalls abgelehnt. Der Verurteilte 

ist zwar derzeit unbestritten schwer erkrankt und 

ein Ableben nach den ärztlichen Berichten 

wahrscheinlich. Jedoch liegt ein Zustand des 

Verurteilten, der in einem Anstaltskrankenhaus 

nicht erkannt oder behandelt werden könnte, nicht 

vor. Es ist insbesondere weder vorgetragen noch 

sonst ersichtlich, dass die weitere Behandlung des 

Verurteilten – einschließlich der erforderlich 

werdenden palliativen Betreuung in der letzten 

Lebensphase – in medizinischer Hinsicht hinter der 

Behandlung zurückbleiben würde, die der 

Verurteilte außerhalb des Strafvollzugs erhalten 

würde. Dass die Bettenstation von ihrer Anlage her 

auf eine palliative Betreuung nicht ausgerichtet ist 

und daher eine Verlegung in ein Hospiz oder die 

häusliche Umgebung aus Sicht der Anstalt 

wünschenswert wäre, rechtfertigt kein 

Unterbrechung der Strafvollstreckung. Gleiches gilt 

für etwaige wiederholt von Seiten der 

Vollzugsanstalt vorgebrachte 

Kapazitätserwägungen. Im Übrigen wäre es – 

sofern dazu wegen der Verschlechterung des 

Zustands Anlass besteht – jederzeit möglich, den 

Verurteilten unter Aufrechterhaltung der gebotenen 

Bewachung auf eine andere Station um Städtischen 

Klinikum oder eine externe Einrichtung zu verlegen. 

Es wird diesseits insbesondere auch nicht verkannt, 

dass im Einzelfall bei einem todkranken 

Verurteilten das Grundrecht des Gefangenen aus 

Art. 2 Abs. 2 Satz 1 i.V.m. 1 Abs. 1 GG eine 

Strafunterbrechung gebieten kann und die Pflicht 

des Staates zur nachhaltigen Strafvollstreckung 

zurückzutreten hat. Dies gilt freilich nur dann und 

solange der Staat keine Mittel bereithält, um dem 

Gefangenen eine adäquate Behandlung im Vollzug 

zu ermöglichen. (vgl. BVerfG, Beschluss vom 27. 

Juni 2003 – 2 BvR 1007/03, NStZ 2003, 345). Dies 

ist hier – wie oben dargelegt – nicht der Fall. 

Im Übrigen stehen der Unterbrechung der 

Vollstreckung auch überwiegende öffentliche 
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Sicherheitsinteressen entgegen. Aufgrund der 

Erheblichkeit der abgeurteilten Taten und des 

bisherigen Verhaltens des Verurteilten während der 

Haft und der 2015 erfolgten Haftunterbrechung 

lässt sich nicht mit der erforderlichen Sicherheit 

ausschließen, dass weitere Straftaten begangen 

werden. Allein der Umstand, dass der Verurteilte 

derzeit gesundheitlich hierzu nicht in der Lage zu 

sein scheint, reicht zur Entkräftung nicht aus, da 

der Verurteilte sich – wie bereits dargestellt – 

durch Behandlungsverweigerung selbst in diese 

Situation gebracht hat und aus den ärztlichen 

Berichten nicht hervorgeht, dass der schlechte 

Zustand des Verurteilten bereits als unumkerhbar 

anzusehen ist. Es ist zwar absehbar, dass der 

Verurteilte auch bei erfolgreicher Behandlung 

dauerhaft medizinischer Betreuung bedarf, jedoch 

schließt das weder die Begehung weiterer 

Straftaten, noch eine erneute Flucht aus, sofern ein 

gewisses Maß an Mobilität wiedererlangt würde. 
gez. Redmann 

Rechtspflegerin 
Beschluss München 22.11.2018 
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Jewish leaders call for new editions of the Bible and the Koran to 

carry trigger warnings highlighting anti-Semitic passages 
* A Catalogue of Policies to Combat Antisemitism 
outlines numerous suggestions 
* It was produced after a conference organised by the 
European Jewish Congress 
* The conference discussed anti-Semitism online and in 
various religious texts 
* Leaders met earlier this week in Vienna to discuss the 
new policy suggestions 
By James Wood For Mailonline Published: 00:38 AEDT, 
24 November 2018 | Updated: 00:40 AEDT, 24 
November 2018  

Jewish leaders are calling for new editions of the 

Bible and Koran to carry warning messages which 

highlight anti-Semitic passages in the holy texts. 

The recommendations have been made in a new 

document called ‘An End to Antisemitism! A 

Catalogue of Policies to Combat Antisemitism’. 

It was produced following an international 

conference organised by the European Jewish 

Congress, at which academics gathered to discuss 

how prejudice and discrimination can be tackled. 

Among the policies mentioned in the document 

was the idea of warning messages in holy texts, a 

topic discussed in a chapter entitled 

'recommendations regarding Religious Groups and 

Institutions'. 

The document reads: 'Translations of the New 

Testament, the Qur’an and other Christian or 

Muslim literatures need marginal glosses, and 

introductions that emphasize continuity with 

Jewish heritage of both Christianity and Islam and 

warn readers about antisemitic passages in them. 

'While some efforts have been made in this 

direction in the case of Christianity, these efforts 

need to be extended and made consistent in both 

religions.' 

 
Ariel Muzicant, Vice-President of the European Jewish 
Congress, and co-author of the new document holds it 
up, showing the title 'An End to Antisemitism! A 
Catalogue of Policies to Combat Antisemitism' 

https://wirsindhorst.files.wordpress.com/2018/11/beschluss-mc3bcnchen-neuer-scan.pdf
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=James+Wood+For+Mailonline
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There are several themes in the New Testament 

that have come under fire for their use as 

justification for anti-Semitic attitudes. 

These include the blame of Jews for the death of 

Jesus and the seemingly stubborn nature of the 

Jewish people and their disloyalty to God.  

While there are some negative remarks about 

Jews in the Koran, and negative portrayals of the 

people.  

The Archbishop of Canterbury Justin Welby has 

previously spoken of how religious texts can be 

exploited or misinterpreted to promote 

discriminatory attitudes. 

 
The Archbishop of Canterbury Justin Welby has 
previously spoken of how theological teachings have in 
the past been used to spread anti-Semitism. He spoke of 
how it had 'infected the body of the Church' 

 

 
Academics and leaders gathered  in Vienna earlier this 
year to discuss how an end to anti-Semitism can be 
brough about. Pictured here (left to right) are Ariel 
Muzicant, Vice-President of the European Jewish 
Congress, Heinz Fassmann, Federal Minister for 
Education, Science and Research, Mathias Doepfner, 
CEO Axel Springer SE, Danielle Spera, Director of the 
Jewish Museum Vienna, Kenneth Jacobson, Deputy 
National Director of the Anti-Defamation League, Pawlo 
Klimklin, Minister for Foreign Affairs of Ukraine and 
Dina Porat, Head of the Kantor Centre 

Writing in a collection of essays published in 

2016, he said: 'It is a shameful truth that, 

through its theological teachings, the church, 

which should have offered an antidote, 

compounded the spread of this virus. 

'The fact that anti-Semitism has infected the body 

of the Church is something of which we as 

Christians must be deeply repentant. We live with 

the consequences of our history of denial and 

complicity.' 

The document, which was produced by academics 

including Dina Porat and Lawrence H. Schiffman, 

also calls on all antisemitic texts and passages in 

the heritage of Christianity and Islam 'to be 

identified and rejected'. 

Other recommendations include religious leaders 

and thinkers 'publicly denouncing as unholy writ' 

canonical or quasi-canonical writings of religious 

anti-Semites.  

The justification for these changes, the 

documents states, is because divine messages are 

always communicated through human beings and 

therefore subject to error. 

It reads: 'God’s revelation is thus marred by 

human fallibility. Beginning with the New 

Testament, divine revelation expresses itself in 

Christian holy texts that also express a form of 

hatred.  

'The manifestations of this hatred resulted in a 

tradition of antisemitism that gave moral 

legitimacy to crimes against the Jewish people, 

the epitome of which is the Shoah.' 

 
Austrian Chancellor Sebastian Kurz, Moshe Kantor, 
President of the European Jewish Congress, and 
Manfred Weber, Chairman of the European People's 
Party, are pictured during a conference on anti-
Semitism in Vienna, Austria. The conference followed 
the publication of a document outlining a number of 
policy suggestions  

Once the 'antisemitic contents of a religious 

memory are identified' religious leaders and 

followers need to be told, the document 

concludes. 

Other areas highlighted, following the conference, 

include addressing anti-Semitism online and 

within research organisations and academic 

institutions. 

This includes ensuring internet search engines 

privilege positive depictions of Judaism and 

accurate descriptions of the history of anti-

Semitism. 

Academics have been reacting to suggested 

recommendations laid out in the documents. 

Dr Christine Joynes, a theology lecturer at Oxford, 

told The Times that she had 'some sympathy' 

over the suggestion of an annotated bible. 

But said: 'The whole Bible needs a health warning 

to read it through the right critical lens and in 

historical context.' 
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While Muhammad Abdel Haleem, professor of 

Islamic Studies at the University of London, and 

also speaking to The Times said that the Koran is 

entirely negative towards Jews. 

He said: 'If someone wants to get involved in 

antisemitism or anti-Islamic behaviour, they will 

do it whether or not you add warnings and 

footnotes.'  

*https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article6421233/J

ewishleaderscallreligioustextscarrywarningshighlightin
g-anti-Semitic-passages.html 
 
 

Michael Hoffman  @HoffmanMichaelA 

Jesus was a Semite attempting to redeem Semites. 
Nothing in His Gospel is "anti-semitic.” The very idea is 

absurd. Will there be any trigger warnings highlighting 
anti-goyim passages in the book of hatred and 
pornography known as the Babylonian Talmud? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
From: Alan Knutson alkid@swbell.net 

Sent: Saturday, 24 November 2018 12:16 PM 

Subject: Jewish leaders call for new editions of the Bible 

and the Koran to carry ‘trigger warnings’ highlighting 

anti-Semitic passages 

For those christianzionists who just luuuuv the flippin' 

Jews and who go to church every Sunday, and 

sometimes Wednesday here in Texas, and pray for Israel 

and the Jewish people, well, guess what? You are getting 

what you deserve. The Jews want to put a warning label 

on your bible to prevent you from thinking for yourself 

and seeing Jewishness for what it is. Much like a Surgeon 

General's warning on a pack of cigarettes, the Jews want 

to put a Spiritual General's warning on the bible that you 

read or better yet, re-write the New Testament to take 

out all the bad things Jesus said about the Jews like, "ye 

are of your father, the devil and the sinagogue of 

Satan."  That would be hate speech dont-cha-know, 

which could lead to antisemitism.  

When will the world wake up...........as I'm shaking my 

head knowing a lot of flippin' Christians will fall for 

this.........? 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

This is how The Ugly Truth annotated the article: 

TUT: - ed note–please take a good look at the quote above, 
lifted from the book of Deuteronomy. It is THOUSANDS of years 
old and represents just one out of hundreds of similar passages 
that–both individually and collectively–CLEARLY AND 
UNEQUIVOCALLY delineate the source of the ‘Jewish problem’ 
that has been a gorilla on the back of mankind for thousands of 
years, and which now represents the gravest threat to all life on 
earth, due to the power which this ‘Jewish problem’ has 
accumulated unto itself in terms of politics, money, media, and 

the nuclear weapons which it has threatened to unleash upon 
the entire world if it does not get its way. 
As we said, this passage–along with all its identical twin 
siblings–did not just ‘pop up’ with the publication of Theodore 
Herzl’s book ‘The Jewish State’. It was not born in 1948 with 
Israel’s ‘creation’. It did not begin with the Khazars, the Talmud, 
the Zohar, the Kabbalah or the New York Times. 
It has been sitting there as an open, undiscussed secret for 
thousands of years and which Gentiles have refused to examine 
and consider for all the deadly implications against them that it 
contains. Like a ticking time bomb in the middle of a shopping 
mall visible for all to see if they would just bother to look, 
complete with wires, countdown clock, and all the graffiti 
painted on it reading ‘death to all Gentiles’ in clear and 
unambiguous language, those cops and other ‘civil servants’ 
claiming authority and expertise on the ‘spiritual’ well-being of 
Gentile societies–whether Christian or Muslim–have in virtually 
all cases refused to do their duty in warning all those at the 
great shopping mall of humanity of the existence and nature of 
this bomb that is about to go off in their lives when it was they 
more than anyone else who should have known. 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article6421233/Jewishleaderscallreligioustextscarrywarningshighlighting-anti-Semitic-passages.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article6421233/Jewishleaderscallreligioustextscarrywarningshighlighting-anti-Semitic-passages.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article6421233/Jewishleaderscallreligioustextscarrywarningshighlighting-anti-Semitic-passages.html
https://twitter.com/HoffmanMichaelA
mailto:alkid@swbell.net
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All the signs and indicators have been there all along. Virtually 
every Judaic ‘celebration’ gloats over the death and destruction 
of Gentiles who got in the way of Judea, Inc’s aims, from 
Passover to Purim to H’Nookah, and yet, Gentile societies not 
only view these celebrations of Gentile death, destitution and 
destruction with deadly passivity, but as well, welcome them as 
part of their national traditions. What’s worse is that today, 
those few sane voices sounding the alarm over the time bomb 
ticking down to that doomsday moment envisioned by the 
bomb-makers and bomb-throwers of Judea who are trying to 
warn the people away from that great shopping mall of 
humanity are ignored, thrown out and barred entry by the very 

same security guards whose job is keeping the peace and order 
so that commerce may continue. 
As we like to say, no one ever accused ‘them’ of being stupid. 

dailymail.co.uk 
Jewish leaders are calling for new editions of the Bible and 
Koran to carry warning messages which highlight anti-Semitic 
passages in the holy texts. 

 
The recommendations have been made in a new 
document called ‘An End to Antisemitism! A Catalogue of 
Policies to Combat Antisemitism’. 

 
It was produced following an international conference 
organised by the European Jewish Congress, at which 
academics gathered to discuss how prejudice and 
discrimination can be tackled. 

 
Among the policies mentioned in the document was the 
idea of warning messages in holy texts, a topic discussed 
in a chapter entitled ‘recommendations regarding 
Religious Groups and Institutions’. 

 
The document reads: ‘Translations of the New Testament, 
the Qur’an and other Christian or Muslim literatures need 
marginal glosses, and introductions that emphasize 
continuity with Jewish heritage of both Christianity and 
Islam and warn readers about antisemitic passages in 
them. 

 
‘While some efforts have been made in this direction in 
the case of Christianity, these efforts need to be extended 
and made consistent in both religions.’ 

 
There are several themes in the New Testament that have 
come under fire for their use as justification for anti-
Semitic attitudes. 

 
These include the blame of Jews for the death of Jesus 
and the seemingly stubborn nature of the Jewish people 
and their disloyalty to God. 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6421233/Jewish-leaders-call-religious-texts-carry-warnings-highlighting-anti-Semitic-passages.html
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While there are some negative remarks about Jews in the 
Koran, and negative portrayals of the people. 

 
The Archbishop of Canterbury Justin Welby has 
previously spoken of how religious texts can be exploited 
or misinterpreted to promote discriminatory attitudes. 

 
Writing in a collection of essays published in 2016, he 
said: ‘It is a shameful truth that, through its theological 
teachings, the church, which should have offered an 
antidote, compounded the spread of this virus. 

 
‘The fact that anti-Semitism has infected the body of the 
Church is something of which we as Christians must be 
deeply repentant. We live with the consequences of our 
history of denial and complicity.’ 

 
The document, which was produced by academics 
including Dina Porat and Lawrence H. Schiffman, also 
calls on all antisemitic texts and passages in the heritage 
of Christianity and Islam ‘to be identified and rejected’. 

 
Other recommendations include religious leaders and 
thinkers ‘publicly denouncing as unholy writ’ canonical or 
quasi-canonical writings of religious anti-Semites. 

 
The justification for these changes, the documents states, 
is because divine messages are always communicated 
through human beings and therefore subject to error. 
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It reads: ‘God’s revelation is thus marred by human 
fallibility. Beginning with the New Testament, divine 
revelation expresses itself in Christian holy texts that 
also express a form of hatred. 

 
‘The manifestations of this hatred resulted in a tradition 
of antisemitism that gave moral legitimacy to crimes 
against the Jewish people, the epitome of which is the 
Shoah.’ 

 
Once the ‘antisemitic contents of a religious memory are 
identified’ religious leaders and followers need to be told, 
the document concludes. 

 
Other areas highlighted, following the conference, include 
addressing anti-Semitism online and within research 
organisations and academic institutions. 

 
This includes ensuring internet search engines privilege 
positive depictions of Judaism and accurate descriptions 
of the history of anti-Semitism. 

 
Academics have been reacting to suggested 
recommendations laid out in the documents. 
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Dr Christine Joynes, a theology lecturer at Oxford, told 
The Times that she had ‘some sympathy’ over the 
suggestion of an annotated bible. 

But said: ‘The whole Bible needs a health warning to read 
it through the right critical lens and in historical context.’ 

While Muhammad Abdel Haleem, professor of Islamic 
Studies at the University of London, and also speaking to 
The Times said that the Koran is entirely negative 

towards Jews. 

 
He said: ‘If someone wants to get involved in 
antisemitism or anti-Islamic behaviour, they will do it 
whether or not you add warnings and footnotes.’ 

__________________________________________________  
******** 

This SHOCK ANNOUNCEMENT  

Collapses Confidence & Trust In Australia’s 
Financial System 

 

By John Adams from Adams Economics - November 7, 

2018 by IWB 

Australians John Adams and Martin North 

discuss the shock announcement by the 

Australian Government to re-appointment 

globalist regulator Wayne Byres (who 

previously served at the Bank for 

International Settlements) to a new 5 year 

term as Chairman of the Australian Prudential 

Regulation Authority (i.e. the regulator of the 

Banks) despite being exposed by the Banking 

Royal Commission as running a weak and 

ineffective regulator of Australia’s banks. 

Adams expresses dismay and disillusionment 

with Australia’s Federal Government and 

financial system. 

 

* http://www.investmentwatchblog.com/this-shock-

announcement-collapses-confidence-trust-in-australias-

financial-system/ 

__________________________________________________  
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